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MOTTO TO THE SONGS OF INNOCENCE AND EXPERIENCE

The Good are attracted by Men's perceptions,
And think not for themselves;
Till Experience teaches them to catch 
And to cage the Fairies and Elves.
And then the Knave begins to snarl 
And the Hypocrite to howl:
And all his good Friends shew their private ends, 
And the Eagle is known from the Owl.

-—William Hake



I. INTRODUCTION

What was written for children can hardly offend men.
--Swinburne

Reading the ’’Songs of William HLake is like looking through 

binoculars at the beauty of a mountain far removed and often forgotten; 

studying these "Songs" is like wandering over the mountain with careless, 

aimless freedom, searching for nothing but finding the hidden crevices, 

the deep dells, the crisp, dark forest, the stream bursting bright 

bubbles of foam; the little path going who-knows-where. Majestically 

beautiful like a mountain, yet tiny as a diamond, chiseled to perfection 

which, when held to the sunlight, will reflect a thousand brilliant 

lights, some cold and hard, some warm and soft. So too do the Songs of 

Innocence and Experience—"Shewing the Contrary States of the Human Soul" 

reflect marvelous rainbow mists with a hoarfrost delicacy which one might 

be afraid of desecrating and destroying with too much inspection and 

handling, but which, far from melting in the sun, prove to be hard as 

tracery in chiseled marble. And as watching the glint of the diamond 

or wandering over the mountainside reveals the strength and beauty of 

their creator as well as of the objects themselves,, the "Songs of Innocence" 

reveal the beauty and purity of Blake's mind, and the "Songs of Experience" 

reveal its strength.

In this thesis I shall attempt to draw into the sunlight some of 

the finest points of radiance of the gems of William HLake. They will 

be viewed in terms of the attitudes and ideas which wind throughout them

1
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like a bright thread, but they will also be studied as marvelously clear 

reflections of the pure and sensitive mind that created them. It is 

hoped that hereafter these poems will be appreciated by present and 

future readers of Elake for what they are—fine examples of high lyrical 

grace with meanings which are also beautiful. The main purpose of this 

thesis then is simply appreciation through understanding. The "Songs of 

Innocence and Experience" had been slighted in their own time, although 

they received attention in the nineteenth century. They are slighted 

again today. The main attitude is one such as Harold Bloom's which 

has been an insistent and indignant claim that "The 'Songs of Innocence 

and Experience', since unworthy of great mention, should not usurp 

something of the study that should be given to Blake's more ambitious 

and greater works." 1 It is hoped that this thesis will be able to not 

only eradicate this false opinion, but also will be able to give direc

tion to the understanding of the Songs of William Blake so that they 

can be known and loved in every detail for all their beauty of thought 

and meaning.

A. E. Housman once wrote of the Songs: "Their meaning is a poor, 

foolish, disappointing thing in comparison with the verses themselves." 

However, when we know what Blake means we more fully appreciate his 

capacity for transforming complex states into pure song and for giving 

to his most unusual thought an appeal which is both intimate and 

rapturously exciting. Many of the Songs, it is true, are simple enough. 

They are exactly what they seem; lyrics of birdlike beauty and Arcadian 

charm, as a diamond is still a diamond in light or darkness or a mountain *

^Harold Bloom, Blake's Apocalypse: A Study in Poetic Argument 
(New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1963), p. 129.
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is still beautiful if viewed from a distance only. Other "Songs" have 

a double beauty, a beauty of simple meaning and an accompanying beauty 

of remoter thought. The meanings of Blake’s "Songs" are reflections of 

a mind at once compassionate, yet stern, young yet strangely .mature, and 

they serve as a piece of jewelry worn always on a certain garment—not 

absolutely necessary, but so beautifully fitted to the dress and so 

associated with it, that without it the dress has lost its charm.

Blake weaves his meaning over and under the surface of his songs. It is 

not unlikely that for Blake himself the "Songs" all had depths below the 

surface, but it is necessary to look below the surface only when "Blake" 

seems to disappear. VJhere the plain words seem sufficiently filled vzith 

his own mind and song, there is no need to search further. Only where 

ever so little of an irregularity or inconsequence appears on the surface, 

or where something far too trite or commonplace for his strong mind appears 

as the simple meaning, must we search below to find the light.

In his "Songs" Blake saw all things as twofold. If the soul had its 

contrary state, words and images had their solitary and deeper meaning, 

while vision itself, the organic faculty of speculation in the eye, was 

often vividly twofold. There must have been moments of exaltation for 

Elake when he quite literally saw double—not as a drunkard sees, one 

vision in two places, but two visions in one place, knowing there to be 

but one thing there. It was, in fact, because Blake could pierce beyond 

the visible world to the eternal powers and make them his daily company 

that he was able to give to his poetry the clarity and brightness of vision. 

He was able to tread with certainty and conviction the misty border between 

fact and fancy wherein at one moment he beheld God sitting in a tree and 

in the next moment could turn to something as humble and human as a little



lost child. His inspirations were held firmly under control but lead to 

such a fiery outbreak of spring and radiant riot of childlike power and 

pleasure which affects the bright life of bird, child and beast. Through

out his life Blake’s desire had been but one thing, "to converse with his 

friends in eternity, see visions, dream dreams, and prophesy, and speak 

parables unobserved." 2 His desire was more than fulfilled, for Blake 

had not only his gift of hallucinated vision, but also a capacity for 

considerable understanding of human nature and a remarkable and original 

sense of language and the music of language. Through these gifts has 

Blake been able to smote streams of fresh songs from the rocks which 

have brought joy, awakening and novelty to the soul of man.

Because Blake’s ecstatic mystic experience is the foundation of 

his power, there are those who claim incessantly that Blake was insane.

True enough, where other poets use reality as a springboard into space, 

Blake used it as a foothold on his return from the flight. To him reality 

was merely a symbol, and he caught at its terms hastily and faultily to 

represent, as in a faint image, the clear shining outline of what he saw 

with the imagination; through the eye, not with it. Nevertheless, whether 

or not Blake was mad can not and should not be an issue as long as the 

spray from an inexhaustible fountain of beauty is blowing in one’s face 

as he reads the "Songs." Blake's poetry is a poetry of the mind, abstract 

in substance, concrete in form; its emotion is the emotion of thought, its 

beauty the beauty of idea; its passion is the passion of the imagination. 

Blake’s fundamental philosophy as one finds it in the "Songs" is singularly 

simple and sane. Joy, he maintained, is the core of life, joy which we

p
Arthur Symons, The Romantic Movement in English Poetry (New York: 

E.P. Dutton and Go., 19^9), p. 50.
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do not learn or receive or derive from something else, but which is our 

being and essence. And yet no one better understood the part played by 

sorrow in the expansion of the soul. The happiness that Elake built on 

was neither accidental nor insane. It was, on the contrary, extraordinarily 

calculated and ordered. If HLake spoke confusedly and obscurely it was 

because he spoke of things for whose speaking he could find no models in 

the world he knew. The fault does not lie with Elake in any case—those 

who thought him mad were obstinately holding to the neo-classical tradition 

which refused to acknowledge the great power of the imagination, and those 

who sought to criticize him in his own day drilling so deeply for oil 

that they overlooked the gold lying on the surface.

Elake was a child of nature, and it is in the untamed, untrained 

character of his poems that his charm lies. Once he said:'* I regard 

fashion in poetry as little as I do in painting." Blake’s favorite 

line for his lyrics was the tetrameter which appears throughout the Songs, 

but a mixture of feet was more characteristic of Blake’s aesthetics.

"Bring out number, weight and measure in a year of dearth," he wrote 

scornfully of the purists. Practically never did he hesitate to 

introduce a variety of feet, so long as he did not overwhelm the general 

effect of the fundamental foot, for Blake was enough of a romantic to 

ignore the whole of the critical and artificial school. His language 

is the language of a wild and uncultivated country; his rough verse evokes 

the thrill of the Songs with their mysterious beauty and power. Despite 

this effect, the mood of HLake’s lyrics can be gentle, childlike and smooth 

with a quiet, conversational tone and a delicate, spiritual quality. The

■3
JArthur Christopher Benson, "7S.lliam HLake," Essays (London: MLlliam 

Heinemann Co., 1896), p. 1^2.
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difference in effect arises from the contrary states of the human soul 

itself, innocence and experience. The former mood is emitted when paired 

with the strength of the meanings of the "Songs of Experience" which yet 

retain their lyrical quality. The latter mood can be linked with the 

"Songs of Innocence" which radiate abandonment to the joy of life. They 

seem to bubble up from the fountain of Blake's heart—unpremeditated, 

unadorned, unpolished and yet beautiful with the unaffected grace of high 

art. ELake employed all the pastoral properties as symbols of Innocence 

and cast a mystical aura over the landscape making the pastoral something 

completely his own and infusing with artlessness, freshness and spontaneity. 

Spontaneity was possible because in the first place, ELake was a natural 

lyricist, and in the second place, he himself rose out of the deep, 

having no communion with critical or reflective poetry and abandoned himself 

frankly to every natural feeling. His spontaneity is the spontaneity of art 

not of nature, of imagination not of experience. Nothing but the purest 

Imagination could give so stainless an image.

In his Songs is it not remarkable that ELake used a vocabulary of ) 

only 1,000 words, more than eighty per cent of which are monosyllables? ; 

His use of a limited vocabulary not only allowed him the simplicity which 

he so desired and lent him a capacity for intense concentration of meaning, 

but it enabled him to use words which were characteristic of the childlike 

images which he used and the vocabularies of children themselves. ELake 

had so much to say that he could only express himself by using words that 

meant a great many things, and his symbols are often nothing else than 

bundles crammed with feelings and meanings, laboriously assembled, but, 

once completed, full of picturesque and dramatic possibilities, and 

indispensable to his intensely condensed expression.
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Perhaps KLake's greatest skill as a poet lies in his feeling for 

symbolism. It has enabled him to write of the lamb and the tiger as no 

poet of mere observation has ever written of them—going deeply into their 

essence. HLake accepted the symbol without dispute; with indeed a kind of 

transfiguring love. The symbolism is actually but little removed from 

metaphor, in fact, in the Songs there is comparatively little actual 

symbolism, but there is constant and abundant use of symbolic metaphor 

which must be understood if one is to enjoy either the meaning or the 

beauty to the fullest extent. HLake has, however, harnessed both beauty 

and meaning to an end. The word "Shewing" betrays HLake*s didactic purpose. 

He has set out to enlighten his readers about the soul of man, and to do 

this he must give a living realization of its **two contrary states." 

Nevertheless, HLake was never consciously didactic. Conduct did not 

concern him; not doing but being was important for him. As he himself 

said: "When I tell the truth, it is not for the sake of convincing those 

who do not know it, but for the sake of those who do." Essentially what 

HLake was after was for man to perfect himself in his life—more this 

than merely rectifying social evils. In ELake’s early poems, however, is 

a well of humane feeling, a marvelous beauty of thought and a charm of

expression.

Second only to the issue of ELake’s possible insanity is the issue 

of his childlikeness that always subjects his genius to being put in its 

"place" by the "grown-up" world. They did it in his own day, and they 

will do it again, but meanwhile there will always be new generations of 

youth discovering his "Songs" afresh, and who will welcome his certain

hSymons, p.
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childlike qualities to find both rapture and wisdom in his attempt to 

express youth’s most insistent visions. Wether he painted pictures of 

happy human life, or spoke in parables of animals; whether he treated of 

Divine or human love or of human wrongs, there was almost always a child 

or children in his mind with whom is associated the strong appeal of 

innocence, tender affection, helplessness, and later, of deep social wrong 

The children from whom ELake wrote were in a sense ideal children, since 

no child is completely immune from the effects of his own experience or 

completely protected from the shadow cast upon him by the experience of 

others, rsut this does not make the songs unread because every child— 

even the little chimney sweeper—has some stake in the Golden Age, some 

unreasoning, and it would seem, unreasonable gleams of happiness. It 

takes a genius like Blake’s to make all these things speak in poetry.

There is also something of the child in his faith in the use of metaphor 

and symbol to explain and simplify the mysteries of being, and certainly 

the visionary faculty itself, though not confined to children, is almost 

universal in some from with children and very seldom survives in full to 

later years. Because of all this, ELake’s Songs are really unequaled in 

their kind; in them there is such pure, clear cadence of verse, such rapid 

ring and flow of lyric laughter, such sweet and direct choice of word and 

figure, such an impeccable simplicity, nowhere but here is there such 

tender wisdom of holiness, such a light and perfume of innocence and the 

universal delights in the life of every happy child in the world.

To write a song is one of the rare things in the world. A perfect 

song needs genius, passion and the power of giving fine movement to the 

verse—things that are the gift of nature—and with these, the power of
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seeing what is lovely in the joyfulness or the sorrow either of nature or 

humanity. It needs tne fearlessness which belongs to unself-consciousness. 

It needs the naturalness of a child. Ihe final impression, fitted to be 

shaped into a song rather than into any other kind of poetry, does not 

come forth slowly as an epic or a drama, but rises instantly, like the 

rising of a water-lily to the surface of a pool. As to its music, it has 

one cry above all its various sounds, the cry of the dominant unmeditated 

emotion which gives it unity. Then what one feels, and what the song ought 

to make one feel, is that he is in the presence of the birth of Nature 

herself, as lovely, swift, happy and unconscious as the sudden unfolding 

of the water-lily's flower.

This introduction, it is hoped, has served as an emissary to bring 

to light the essential qualities, attitudes and ideas of the "Songs of 

Innocence and Experience" considered as a unit and as mirrors of the mind 

that created them. The following sections of the thesis will deal with 

certain poems of the "Songs of Innocence" and of the "Songs of Experience" 

taken separately for meaning and beauty, main contention throughout 

will be that the ideas of 'William HLake expressed in the "Songs" are 

reflections upon two opposite, .mystical (although real, at least for him) 

states of the human soul, which states are innocence and experience. The 

"Songs", while containing a goodly amount of symbolic metaphor concerning 

mystical states, are not mystical in themselves, nor can they be linked 

with the later obscure poems of HLake. Authors such as Arthur Benson and 

Mark Schorer, who continually discuss ELake’s "Songs of Innocence and 

Experience" in terms of the mystical images used in his later poems, 

among them, "The Book of Thel," "Jerusalem" and "The Marriage of Heaven and 

Hell", rather than in terms of their own .marvelous though comparatively
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simple symbols, will. be discussed briefly at the termination of the thesis. 

It suffices to say at this point that at the outset of the research for 

this thesis (and no convincing evidence to the contrary has been discovered 

since), I felt that the later mystical poems of Blake contained far-reaching 

images which were the extensions and developments of the symbolism found 

in the "Songs" by a man who had outgrown, so to speak, his original images 

like a boy outgrows a pair of trousers so well-liked that his new pair is 

exactly like the old one, but larger. Mich rather this than to say that 

Blake bought the large trousers when he was young and had them cut down to

size.

In closing it should be made clear that although the mission of 

Blake’s art and poetry was to return to a condition of childlike innocence, 

the "Songs of Innocence and Experience" are not dealing simply with a 

collection of songs about childhood and youth but with a treatise and an 

exposition. And yet the word "Songs" tells truthfully that the form is 

poetry. And if Blake's form is spoiled when his meanings are made clear, 

then this work on his poems will have failed in its purpose, for one 

would be forced to make a choice between the meaning and the beauty of 

the poetry itself.



II. THE "SONGS OF INNOCENCE"

To see a World in a Grain of Sand 
And a Heaven in a Mid Flower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand 
And Eternity in an hour.

—William Blake

Blake was a singularly happy man who loved life and attributed his 

joy to the beauty (translated into terms of purity and innocence) of the 

world around him. In writing about innocence, Blake was describing a 

mystical state rather than childhood, but he identifies the two so closely 

that his poems seem to be spoken by the very children themselves.'’ He 

does not contemplate children; he actually enters into their souls and 

speaks through their mouths. Robert Gleckner says that "the child is 

the symbol of primal unity...He is the unconscious self; or in other 

words, is the Eternal family united in God by common participation in 

eternal life.Childhood is indeed the personification of innocence in 

man and representative of eternity in history. However, the innocence 

of eternity is the higher innocence following the purgation of experience. 

Blake never confused childhood with innocence or eternity but rather saw 

all three clearly with a sort of mystical insight, as he was wont to do, 

which allowed him to keep them in their least complicated terms yet with 

all the undercurrents of their very nature. In this way the "Songs of

(GlOUCcoucx, rjaooauuuBCUUB ; reuei oiiLLUii cuiu. iA),, p

^The Piper and the Bard (Detroit: Wayne State U. Press, 1959), p.U5

11
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Innocence’’ were simple joyous verses about children, for children and 

written out of a child’s heart. The "Songs of Innocence" illustrate the 

spontaneous happiness of childhood. Nothing in the world of emotion is 

of lighter texture than the happiness of a child. like the dew it 

vanished with the first rays of the sun, and its essential spontaneity 

is a thing never to be recalled. Blake’s "Songs of Innocence" are so 

deeply dyed in this quality that they are its expression. Thus they had 

to be written by a man who was also a child because his visionary powers 

enabled him to live for a time in the Age of Innocence. And yet Blake 

was not this so much as a man who in adulthood had retained his childlike 

innocence. The fact of Blake’s childlike innocence is undeniable, for 

Blake had no children of his own, nor was he in close connection with 

children. But his ability to see the essence of a child’s sweetness in 

a lamb, to see the dreams that children dream in a chimney sweeper, to 

talk in childish prattle through this same child and to illustrate their 

whole aura of innocence and purity in their procession to church on Holy 

Thursday took more than a mere acquaintance with children. These things 

came to him naturally because they were part, of his own being. ELake 

knew too that the happiness of a child in innocence is by nature selfish 

and instinctive, although that selfishness is not a conscious attitude. 

The chimney sweeper lives for himself in much the same fashion that 

eternity exists for itself.?

The "Songs of Innocence" are at least to be taken at face value, 

for they are as fresh and beautiful as the down on a butterfly’s wing. 

They have a simplicity which charms the mind, a simplicity which Blake

?Ibid., p. 1|7
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himself realized as sufficient for enjoyment of the poems. They are 

characterized by utter absence of ego and by a strange combination of 

impersonality ana intense intimacy. Mark Schorer points out in quoting 

Yeats: "They are poems of joy, but joy that suggests pleasure which is 

personal and joy which is impersonal."J Blake’s vocabulary in the 

"Songs of Innocence" was purposely simple. He aimed at making with his 

"rural pen" a trickling stream of verse of childlike innocence raised to 

a double intensity by the entrance of the pastoral world. HLake never 

reached a complete understanding of experience, and for this reason, 

the "Songs of Innocence" have a charm denied the "Songs of Experience."

It should be realized that HLake not only understood innocence 

as personified by childhood, but understood innocence itself as a mystical 

and imaginative state. HLake’s innocence was the state of unself-conscious

ness, a condition in which purity and its opposite have made no impression 

on the mind, or in which the mind has transcended the impression to the 

higher innocence of eternity. The "Songs of Innocence" are songs of the 

Innocent state; they are not songs about Innocence. HLake often spoke

of one who "is offended by the innocence of a child because it reproaches 
o

him with the errors of his own acquired folly. There is an obvious

distinction which HLake makes between the "innocence of a child" and the

"errors of acquired folly." Whatever the felicity of the children in the 

"Songs of Innocence" they can hardly be described as wise, except for their 

typical childlike seriousness which hits upon notes of wisdom ("The Chimney 

Sweeper"). At any rate, something else lies between innocence and experience

William HLake: The Politics of Vision (New York: Vintage Books, 
19J?9), o. 200.

9 ... .
HLoom, p. 38. CAP?
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and it hovers at the edge of all these poems.

ELake does not explicitly assume a primitive condition of innocence 

in society at large, but only in the individual life and only in the life 

of the child. This, however, is not to say infantilism. He envisioned 

an organized innocence, an "Innocence that dwells with "Wisdom, but never 

with ignorance." Childhood is in the realm of ignorance. To know implies 

first of all self-knowledge, and self-knowledge can only be gained by 

realizing one’s own corporeal existence in relation to the rest of the 

universe. Innocence is the state of the soul that warms our hearts agaior +. 

experience and reproaches the errors of a supposedly mature existence.

A common mistake in reading the "Songs of Innocence" is to view them 

as prophetic. They are not. In the "Introduction to Innocence" are the 

words of a poet who sings because he must, not of a prophet whose first 

wish is to summon his generation to new life. The whole image is simplici

ty itself, apparently a light and passing metaphor which changed but slightly 

to the fundamental but intense feature of the "Songs of Experience. 0 

In the "Songs of Innocence" the world of nature and the world of humanity 

are seen through the eyes of imagination with its tender, pitying and 

sympathetic aspect and through the eyes of a child. They are free not 

only of puerility, but from that equally common and deplorably false state, 

naivete. They are all ELake’s own, original in manner, music and spirit.

The religion of the songs is as simple as their joy. There is no prayer 

in it; nothing but praise, praise for the loveliness of the world where 

ELake saw angels walking in the fields and in every flower a fairy of 

God. The "Lamb" fully illustrates the religion in showing that God is

10Joseph H. WLcksteed, Blake’s Innocence and Experience (New York:
E.P. Dutton and Co., N.D), p. 69.
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the Father of all and takes care of all and is delighted to do so. These

tender lyrics all resolve eventually into one thing: Man in the arms
11of God. '

Although the simplicity of the "Songs of Innocence" has been stressed 

in order that the reader may not feel himself bound to search below the 

surface for meanings which may or not be present, it should be noted that 

despite their approach to pure pastoral life, there is a subtle form of 

satire in them, especially in conjunction with the "Songs of Experience" 

which present almost exactly the same situation but with a small yet swift 

and vital change that urges the gently flowing stream to the speed and 

anger of a torrent passing over the rocks of experience and the mud of 

disillusionment resulting from maturity. The "Songs of Innocence" are 

thus involved in the same satirical complex of ideas that could find so 

striking an emblem for human potential as an equivocal gown, fashioned 

out of the poverty of ignorance against the natural storm of experience.11 12 

The "Songs of Innocence" have not only a hidden root in satire but also 

they helped turn Blake from developing his satirical gifts too overtly 

in one of the eighteenth century modes of satire. Blake is a very subtle 

and original blend of satirist and visionary; he rarely presents satire 

unrelieved by the imaginative projection of worlds closer to his desire.

He knew that only because of the state of innocence could the state of 

experience emerge, and only because of the state of experience is the 

state of higher innocence able to triumph.

In inspecting the "Songs of Innocence" chosen for this thesis one 

shall see the elements which Blake felt deeply enough to consider as

11 ’
Stafford A. Brooke, ,rvfi.lliam Blake", Studies in Poetry (London: 

Duckworth and Co., 1908), p. 21.
12 Bloom, p. 22
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themes in his "Songs of Innocence", such themes as imagination which, 

like innocence, his major theme, was personified by childhood as a state 

or phase of existence—-a phase in which the world of the imagination was 

still a brave new world and yet reassuring and intelligible. HLake himself 

said of the imagination: "(it) is as the immortal God who should assume 

flesh for the redemption of mortal passion."”’' In inspecting these poems 

let it not for a moment be forgotten that the "Songs of Innocence" are 

simple both in beauty and meaning although they may have deeper meanings 

and unearthed beauty. They may be enjoyed entirely at the surface or on 

lower levels, but one thing certain is that to appreciate the imagination 

of VBLlliam Blake as revealed in these poems, one must be equally willing 

to lend his own imagination to William HLake.

And now to the "Songs of Innocence" themselves: The first poem, 

"Introduction to Innocence", is appropriately placed first in this thesis 

as well as in Blake’s own grouping of the "Songs." This lovely little 

lyric serves at least two purposes: it first of all expresses all that 

HLake hopes to accomplish in his "Songs of Innocence" as far as subject 

matter is concerned; and it equally well sets the happy, joyous mood which 

pervades the "S ngs of Innocence". ________

INTRODUCTION TO INNOCENCE

Piping down the valleys wild,
Piping songs of pleasant glee,
On a cloud I saw a child,
And he laughing said to me:

"Pipe a song about a Lamb!"
So I piped with merry chear.
"Piper, pipe that song again; "
So I piped: he wept to hear.

I-fona Wilson, The Life of William HLake (New fork: Jonathan Cape 
and Robert Ballou Co., 1932), p. 29$.
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"Drop thy pipe, thy happy pipe;
Sing thy songs of happy chear;"
So I sung the same again,
■While he wept with joy to hear.

"Piper, sit thee down, and write 
In a book, that all may read."
So he vanish'd from my sight, 
and I pluck'd a hollow reed,

And I made a rural pen,
And I stain'd the water clear,
And I wrote my happy songs 
Every child may joy to hear.

In the "Introduction to Innocence" is found an excellent example 

of Blake's concentration. "Piping down the valleys" is only four words, 

but with what matchless economy they are used to produce their effect.

the first, echoes are awakened of Arcady and the god Pan, and the 

next carries us along with easy happy motion.1^ The word "the" makes 

valleys into something generic, like "the cd untry" or "the sea", and 

"valleys" itself means more than fields or woods or even hills while it 

includes them all, so that in the first four words we already have a 

wonderful picture and a wonderful movement and song. Then comes the 

last word of the line, a little strange and unexpected. "Wild" is used 

in the sense of natural or uncultivated, but it is surely Nature in no 

purely pastoral mood. In this same stanza does the symbolism walk hand 

in hand with metaphor, for when HLake follows "Piping down the valleys 

wild" with the image "on a cloud I saw a child", he is using a picture 

to express a fact of inspiration. In a word, the child on the cloud is 

his vision of the Muse in heaven that evokes his song. As Hazard Adams 

so thoroughly points out, the piper is Blake throughout (the child 

refers to him later as "piper"), and he is piping down the wild valleys

1 SfiLcksteed, p. 79.
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which are imagistically consistent with his usual representation of the 

state of unfettered innocence. 1$

Mr. Damon suggests that the child on the cloud is Christ. He is, 

of course, right, at least in a sense. Blake’s imagination, like that 

of other poets, often presented him with a vivid picture that summarized 

and symbolized a many-sided experience, and remained in his mind as the 

record of that experience. This vision of a child on a cloud liras probably 

such a picture, and stood for Blake as the image of that mood of inspira

tion which produced the "Songs of Innocence", that is, the I-Jase. One 

must never let ELake’s poetry escape him in his attempt to "catch and to 

cage" the meaning. If one says that this child is Christ—well and good; 

unless it should make him forget for a moment that it is a laughing, song- 

loving child, a vision of sunlit freedom and idyllic poetry. Only if one 

remembers all this shall he do well to remember at the same time that 

every child for ELake is "Christ".

The child, having heard Blake's pipe already, demands with magnifi

cent impertinence a song about a specific and meaningful subject. This 

provides direction for the aimless song of the wandering piper, and the 

song actually appears in the "Songs of Innocence". This suggests that 

Blake’s art does not represent an increasing "materialization and 

humanization" because the child has requested it.^

^William ELake: A reading of the Shorter Poems (Seattle: University 
of Washington Press, 1963), p. 18.

16
Ibid., p. 19.
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Having heard the song, one awaits the singer. In the third line 

of stanza two he appears as the poet himself and with him emerges the 

Heavenly Muse in a vision of a child upon the cloud. Great progress 

is evident. The mood of the poem moves from ’’pleasant glee” through 

laughter on to "merry chear” and then to tears. That the poetic 

Genius "wept to hear” the "song about a Lamb” the second time indicates 

that Innocence had its "contrary state”, Experience. But the child 

weeps simply first and then with joy. Is it that the child knows all too 

well the first fate of the "lamb”, but knows equally well, and therefore 

can mix joy with his weeping, that a higher state of Innocence lies 

beyond it? Next the happy pipe is dropped and the vocal song of "happy 

chear" (deeper than "merry chear") introduces the magic word "joy". That 

Blake constantly associates great joy with tears composes a problem for 

some readers, but Blake chose his words and moods with conscious purpose 

to express progression from glee to cheer, from cheer to happiness and from 

happiness to joy, each state being richer than the last. The many repititions 

of the song which this vision demands are each accompanied by some new mood. 

The child first laughs as he gives the theme. But when the theme is re

peated it moves the child to tears, and when the mere piping is not 

enough, words adding the quality of thought and feeling call forth the 

union of tears with "joy". Yet something has been lost, Words can only 

be sung after the pipe is dropped. And next the vision itself disappears, 

when its command to write has been heard. One can only sing when he ceases 

to pipe, and one can only write when he awakes from a dream. And yet the 

poet makes it clear that the atmosphere of rural vision remains. The 

very instruments of his craft are culled from the brooks where his song was
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first awakened. The reeds that first supplied his pipe now make his pen,

and the water they grow from yields his ink. The disappearance of the

child represents a crisis in the poem, and it is difficult to make the

meaning and reason of this clear, and yet it is so important and characteristic

that one less than half understands the poem unless he grasps it. Joseph

Tjficksteed explains it thus:

The child is mere happy vision inspiring the Poet 
from without until he begins to work. He then 
cannot see the Child any more for the same reason 
that we cannot see ourselves. The child is now 
something within. It is himself, and the only 
outside inspiration is now the fact of the 
actual living children on this earth. Their 
appreciation of the book is once more described 
by the significant word "joy", and they are 
subtly made to take part.

This is a poem of immediate knowledge, and it evidently celebrates 

a kind of unsought natural harmony. The pure reactions of the child to 

the piper are those of the spirit as yet undivided against itself, free 

of self-consciousness. The child has not yet surrendered itself to 

self-realization, and his natural world shares the same unity. The whole 

song is a symbol of life; the piper is the soul descending into "the 

valleys", which are earth, discovering by the aid of Heaven the symbolic 

"Lamb" or Christ, and being inspired by the theme to a mission of joy.

It is possible to read this lovely poem again and again and still to 

discover new beauties in it. At times its symbolical meaning seems to 

predominate, as though the piper were the spirit of poetry making the wild 

vales of this life beautiful with song. But though this idea may possibly 

have been present with Blake at some point in the poem’s gestation, his 

main interest is in putting into exact and expressive imagery his own

1 7'Blake's Innocence and Experience, p. 81.
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experience as the singer of these songs. Every image has a basis in fact, 

and every word an exact function in producing both the image and the song.

It is not necessary to suppose that HLake realized the full greatness of 

his conception when he wrote this lyric. He had experienced the fact that 

the artist amusing himself with his art is sometime s surprised by the Spirit 

and led to ever greater heights of beauty and vision until he makes the 

vision his own by art. Then he is no longer what he was, but a chosen 

spirit inspired with prophesy or song to his fellows upon earth. It was 

this discovery, that earth is lifted by Vision which though it disappears 

makes us and our earth something new, that provided a scheme capable of even 

greater treatment, as HLake's life experience and thought gave him greater 

matter for his art.

The poem began upon the wild earth, was lifted for a time to familiar 

intercourse with a heavenly vision, and ended again upon the earth, though 

still retaining the note of joy captured at the height of the vision, for 

the piper after seeing and listening to a heavenly vision that changed and 

grew, finally lost it as he absorbed it. Then recording it in art, he 

sang his inspired song "about a Lamb" for the joy of living children on earth 

Ihe flight and return of HLake is explained by HLake 's significant though 

cryptic line in "Jerusalem": "All things Begin and End in Albion's Ancient 

Druid Rocky Shore," which being expanded says that howsoever one may explore 

the realms of vision he must come back in the end to that hard and narrow 

age-long way that skirts the margin between Time and Eternity.1c This is 

the theme of all HLake's greatest works, and in this respect and others,

"The Introduction to Innocence" carries us in anticipation to HLake's

1 ^WLcksteed, p. 81.
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final working out of that theme. The "Introduction to Innocence" is in 

±act, more than an introduction to the "Songs of Innocence"; it is like 

an early sonata whose form was to dictate that of all the later symphonies.

HOLY THURSDAY

'Twas on a Holy Thursday, their innocent 
faces clean,

The children walking two & two, in red & 
blue & green,

Grey-headed beadles walk'd before, with 
wands as white as snow,

Till into the high dome of Paul's they like 
Thames' waters flow.

0 what a multitude they seem'd, these 
flowers of London town!

Seated in companies they sit with radiance 
all their own.

The hum of multitudes was there, but 
multitudes of lambs,

Thousands of little boys & girls raising 
their innocent hands.

Now like a mighty wind they raise to 
heaven the voice of song,

Or like harmonious thunderings the seats 
of Heaven among.

Beneath them sit the aged men, wise 
guardians of the poor;

Then cherish pity, lest you drive an angel 
from your door.

In this poem Blake speaks in his own person. It was written before 

Blake had developed his technique of Innocence and is not written with a 

rural pen and, in this respect and others, it stands by itself. Because 

of this it probably represents HLake's first impulse to write the "Songs 

of Innocence", and yet in some ways it is the maturest of them all. In 

no other Song of Innocence except "The Chimney Sweeper" does HLake take 

his them from the city of London where he was bom, brought up and married. 

Nor does he in any other Song of Innocence seem interested in humanity in the 

mass, or in the recognition of the responsibilities for relieving distress
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and alleviating the lot of mankind—matters which become of such urgent 

interest to him in the "Songs of Experience". The diction of "Holy Thursday" 

is also quite different from the others and less childlike. Yet in a sense 

the poem is very simple. It does not have a deeply hidden meaning nor a 

complex moral. It appears to be a picture of something that the poet has 

actually seen and not a picture imagined in a vision. It is a picture of 

wonderful beauty, told in wonderful music.

There is only one word that seems to need explanation—"beneath" in 

the last sentence of the poem. Beneath what, or whom, were the aged men 

sitting? For there is no seated gathering in St. Paul’s. The simplest 

answer is that the old men were sitting down while the chlldren stood up 

to sing, but this can not be the whole answer. In the "Introduction to 

Innocence" and elsewhere Blake starts upon earth and returns to it after 

a heavenly vision. Here the vision is inspired by the children whose song 

lifts him soaring in spirit up to the courts of heaven, and to him it 

seems as he returns to earth as though the aged guardians have been all 

the time sitting on earth beneath while the children chanted in heaven.

And this explains more fully the last line of all. His vison has told him 

that the children to whom our gifts of pity go to help are seen by the 

visionary, Blake himself, as angels round the throne of God.

There are other parts of the poem which if explained more fully help 

to explain why gentle as the lyric appears, with its benevolent little 

appeal, it was to prove itself a slumbering tiger. For in the "Songs of 

Experience" it is to arise in verse that scorns all prettiness and flames 

like liquid steel in scorn and prophetic passion never to die so long as

man has a heart within him.
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The voice of this song is not a child's but rather that of a self- 

decieved onlooker, Impressed by the palpable vision of Innocence, moved by 

these blowers of London town. The flowing meter is gently idyllic, and 

the singer gives us a half of a stanza of Innocent sight, followed by the 

triumphant sound of Innocence raising its voice to heaven. The ambiguity 

of tone of Blake's "Songs" is never more evident than here, and yet never 

more difficult to evidence. A disturbing detail is that the children's 

faces have been scrubbed clean and are innocent in a debased sense because 

they ought to appear brutalized, which they are, and yet do not. The 

children are regimented; they walk two and two, and the beadles' wands 

are both badges of office and undoubtedly instruments of discipline in a 

savage British scholastic tradition. The beadles welding their authority 

is representative of the organized church of "natural religion» which Blake 

hated so violently. The wand itself represents not merely authority but 

an act of restraint which forces the children to act according to rule rather 

than their inheently divine impulse. The whiteness of the wand suggests the 

frigidity of man-made moral purity as opposed to the warmth of young, ener

getic, exuberant innocence. It also suggests the worldly concept of duty 

(and'its1 corollary, harm), the duty of worship which clashed with B3.ake's 

ideas of freedom and spontaneity. The children are dressed in colors of 

life; the beadles are gray-headed and carry white as a death emblem. It is 

the fortieth day after Saster Sunday, the day of Christ's Ascension into 

Heaven; yet the children, His Lambs, still linger willingly in the wilderness 

of an exploiting society. Though the children flow like Thames' waters, 

this is not a mark of their freedom but of the binding of the Thames, which 

will become the "chartered" river of the poem "London" in "Songs of Experience."

19Gleckner, p. 67.
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Ihe hum of multitudes is in St. Paul's, but these are multitudes of Lambs, 

and their radiance is "all their own"; it has nothing to do with the 

church. Iheir voices rise like a wind of judgement, and thunders har

moniously among the seats of Heaven. As already explained, the children, 

spiritually as well as actually, are the seats of heaven upon which sit 

the beadles. If these guardians of the poor are wise, it is not with the 

wisdom of Innocence, and their wisdom is epitomized in the last line, at 

once one of the most bitter in Blake by its context, and one of the most 

seemingly innocent in its content, all of which allows the song to be 

rightfully classified as a "Song of Dawning Thought."2°

THE CHIMNEY SWEEPER

Wien my mother died I was very young,
And my father sold me while yet my

tongue
Could scarcely cry "'weep! 'weep! 'weep!

'weep!"
So your chimneys I sweep, and in soot I sleep.

There's little Tom Dacre, who cried when 
his head,

That curl'd like a lamb's back, was 
shav'd: so I said

"Hush, Tom! never mind it, for when your 
head's bare

You know that the soot cannot spoil your 
white hair."

And so he was quiet, and that very night,
As Tom was a-sleeping, he had such a

sight!
That thousands of sweepers, Dick, Joe,

Ned, and Jack,
Were all of them lock'd up in coffins of 

black.

And by came an Angel who had a bright 
key,

2°See Classification of Joseph Wicksteed in his work, Blake's 
Innocence and Experience .
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And he open'd the coffins and set them all 
free j

Then down a green plain leaping, laugh
ing, they run,

And wash in a river, and shine in the Sun.

Then naked and white, all their bags left 
behind,

They rise upon clouds and sport in the wind;
And the Angel told Tom, if he'd be a good

boy,
He'd have God for his father, and never 

want joy.

And so Tom awoke; and we rose in the 
dark,

And got with our bags and our brushes to 
work.

Tho' the morning was cold, Tom was 
happy and warm;

So if all do their duty they need not fear 
harm.

This poem, another "Song of Dawning Thought" begins with a line 

of extreme simplicity. It is as though ELake had picked up a common 

stone from the road and worked it into a jewel. "When my .mother died I 

was very young" is prose until ELake has completed the verse, and then 

it is a song. It is Joseph Wicksteed who points out that in his 

190£ edition of ELake's poem, Dr. Sampson put an apostrophe before 

the four-times repeated "Weep" to suggest that the little boy's cry 

meant "Sweep".21 Though there is very little doubt that this j-ras 

Blake's meaning, it is equally certain that he meant the word to rep

resent sorrow, and he connected it with the child's earliest cries, and 

common sounds in the morning streets of Blake's youth, such as his 

readers would then have recognized without the apostrophe or accent.

The poem begins with the mother and ends through vision with the 

divine Father, through whom an earthly darkness of the skin is finally

21 ELake's Innocence and Experience, p. 108.
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escaped spiritually. Northrop Frye states that the chimney sweeper is 

a modulation of the symbol of the enslaved Negro as a symbol of the 

oppression of fallen man.^2 Whether or not Blake intended this idea is 

yet to be determined, but the application is fitting, and it is certain 

that the blackened skin of the chimney sweeper represents the cruelty of 

man, for he is not black by nature but white with the purity of innocence.

The child sleeps in soot instead of his earthly mother’s lap. But 

this same soot is ironically his shield. HLake pursues the idea to the 

point where Tom Dacre bemoans his shaven head but is comforted by the 

speaker: "Hush, Tom! never mind it, for when your head's bare you know 

that the soot cannot spoil your white hair." On the surface this 

substantiates the introductory claim to Blake's childlikeness. How else 

could he present so sweetly and naturally all the childish though serious 

illogicality of thought? Cn a deeper level, however, the white hair can

not be spoiled because it is not there substantially; yet to the imagination, 

the hair is there—unspoiled and in a sense protected. A very little 

reflection shows that there is something systematic in the story. It is 

not for nothing that the child's vision follows immediately after his 

being given the idea that his "white hair" is potentially there just as 

much when it is shaved off as before; and by being removed into a region 

of ideas it can no longer be sullied by earthly soot. This platonic 

thought is more than a momentary comfort; it becomes a vision, and "that 

very night" Tom has a dream of an angel with a key. On the surface, the 

dream represents something that happens, or is to happen, after death.

Dick, Joe, Ned and Jack are in their coffins. But in those coffins are

^Northrop Frye, Fearful Symmetry: A Study of William HLake (Princeton, 
New Jersey: Princeton U. Press, 19h.7), p. 212.
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the circumstances of their living bodies, not their dead ones. As Wicksteed 

reveals, the Angel's key is the Platonic thought that things in the mind 

are the most real, and this makes every spirit free.^3

In his dream of the angel, the chimney sweeper with the other freed

children romps again on the green, and the children in "Holy Thursday"

achieve their vision in spontaneous song which takes them out of themselves,

out of their apparent, restricted, non-innocent existence. The black

coffins, the black confining chimneys, and the black ragged forms of \

the sweepers represent the life of their bodies, but possible death of

their spirits. Following their vision, the soot bags of earth are left

below; they float white and naked on the clouds of vision. Then this

same angedl tells Tom that when he dies he will go to heaven, and that by

being good, he can have God for his father all the time and "never want

joy", ihe Angel's promise is the loving fatherhood of God which, with

the loving motherhood of nature is one of the prime postulates of Innocence,

for one can dwell with God always once he realizes His inward presence.

Harold Bloom points out that the Angel's promise was for Blake also the

direct projection, as dream-fulfillment, of the church's disciplinary 
Plipromise to its exploited charges. It is very significant that God's 

Fatherhood is conditional. For the child or man who has not the key of 

imagination or vision no "fatter" is there. For those who have it, it 

is there always.

The final stanza, more powerful for its lack of consciously directed 

irony on the child's part, beats with a new fierceness for Blake, against

—

Blake's Innocence and Experience, p. 109.

^Blake's Apocalypse: A study in Poetic Argument, p. i«3.
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the confining and now self-deceiving trust of Innocence. For the dream 

or vision is over, and as always, Blake returns to earth where the test 

of vision lies. Happiness is not something to be realized only in an 

allegorical abode where existence hath never come, but, if at all, here 

and now. The angelic key, discovered in dreams, turns the words of the 

lock of Tom’s earthly and living coffin.

The last line of "The Chimney Sweeper" presents one of the greatest 

problems in both the "Songs of Innocence" and those of "Experience".

Harold Bloom terms it a "disappointing and sour moral tag".^ At first 

glance it may seem to be all of this as well as trite and commonplace, but 

as readers we need both to understand the limitations of the poem's dramatic 

speaker, and to feel also the poignancy attained by the intensity of that 

speaker's Innocence. It is hardly possible that Blake has taken all this 

trouble to show us that we ought to get up in the morning. The "duty" is 

not, surely, the sweeping of chimneys but the dreaming of dreams. This 

poem is Blake's greatest plea for imagination, a faculty which he possessed\ 

in great quantity and loved to use. In this last line the Piper simply . 

states that since there is no duty on earth except to attain the power . 

of vision, "if all do their duty", if all dream dreams, if all retain the 

power of vision despite the stiltifying atmosphere of this world, they 

need not fear harm because harm will not then exist. .And there is not 

just this duty, but another; to comfort one another with visionary 

thought that our dreams shall banish the hardship of rising in the dark \ 

and cold and living a life which is actually a void.

Ibid.
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NURSE’S SONG

When the voices of children are heard on 
the green

.And laughing is heard on the hill,
Fy heart is at rest within my breast

and everything else is still.

"Then come home, my children, the sun is 
gone down

And the dews of the night arise;
Come, come, leave off play, and let us

away
Till the morning appears in the skies.»

"No, no, let us play? for it is yet day 
And we cannot go to sleep;
Besides, in the sky the little birds fly 
And the hills are all cover'd with sheep."

"Well, well, go and play till the light fades 
away

And then go home to bed."
The little ones leaped and shouted and laugh'd 

And all the hills echoed.

Few besides Blake could have written such a successful poem on the 

delight of being allowed to play a little longer until dusk. Blake's 

pictures are often poems, and his poems are often pure pictures. No 

hills outside a picture-book were ever "all covered" with sheep. But 

what a vision of evening and. innocence and of never-to-be-forgotten 

happiness. Pure innocence, thoughtless and tender must fade, and the 

"Nurse's Song" leads us to change. In this way the poem is in some 

sense a transition song from pure innocence to the tragedy of the song 

of the nurse in experience. Shadows are gathering upon the hills, but 

there is time for one more game. Let them leap and shout and laugh 

while the light is still in the skies. Bid ever hills so echo?

But the light will and does fade away and with it carefree 

merriment impossible to recapture. The sun descendsj the sports end.
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However, the data of sense experience has not yet been unified in 

creation by the poet. HLake thus recalls the first stanza. The 

birds which were singing so loudly on the joyous hills are now iden

tified with the children as they seek the last refuge remaining to 

them before experience takes over, maternal care, love and protection. 

This is supposedly the same protection that the nurse offers but the 

nurse cannot offer what a mother could, nor does she recognize the 

divinity of the child of innocence and her ministrations leave him a 

changeling, perched precariously on the cliff of experience.

Blake's illustration to this poem is of a willow ©ending over the 

waters—as with the loving care of a nurse—but weeping for what it 

knows must come.

THE LAHB

little Lamb, who made thee? 
Dost thou know who made thee?

Gave the life, and bid thee feed 
By the stream and o'er the mead; 
Gave thee clothing of delight, 
Softest clothing, wooly, bright; 
Gave thee such a tender voice, 
Ifeking all the vales rejoice?

little Lamb, who made thee? 
Dost thou know who made thee?

little Lamb, I'll tell thee, 
little Lamb, I'll tell thee:

He is called by thy name,
For He calls himself a Lamb.
He is meek, and he is mild;
He became a little child.
I a child, and thou a lamb,
We are called by His name.

little Lamb, God bless thee! 
little Lamb, God bless thee!
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To the dull unimaginative .mind such a simple and sublime poem as 

"The Lamb" is almost idiotic. Max Plowman asserts that no child in its 

right sense would think of asking a beast of the fields such a question, 

for, he claims, the youngest child knows that the only articulate reply 

the lamb could make would be "baa".^ However, ELake knew, because he 

was in a sense a child, and anyone who is acquainted with the ways of 

children knows that Mr. Plowman is incorrect in the worst way. Children 

with their innocence more than any other creature exemplify the primal 

oneness between the human and the natural. Children by their nature 

would love a lamb for its "softest clothing, wooly, bright" and for its 

"tender voice." A small child would talk to the lamb without a doubt.

Part of what Mr. Plowman says is true in a sense, for the lamb can only 

answer "baa". .And the child would know it. But the child, though not 

expecting an answer, might translate the coincidental "baa" into a hundred 

marvelous statenents created by his wonderful imagination in a very 

private pretend world where any and every sort of answer .might come from 

the lamb. There is nothing cryptic about this lyrical gem. Deeper 

knowledge of Slake will reveal no darkly buried meaning, only a deeper 

sense in the meaning obvious to all.

The child is a real child, and the lamb is a real lamb. The 

child talks all the time, and no pretence is made of the lamb's answer

ing. The first verse is all about the lamb and the world of delight it 

represents to the child. The second verse is about the mystery of creation. 

The lamb itself is the question; the child's deep .mind is the answer.

This unburdens itself with a solemnity approaching hesitancy. "Little

26An Introduction to the Study of ELake (London: J.E.Dent and 
Sons, Ltd., 192? J, p.15.
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Lamb, I'll tell thee", but not all at once; it is too precious for that, 

"little Lamb I'll tell thee", he repeats, as the answer rises from quiet 

deeps. Thou and I, our life and being, are the being of God, of whose own 

Self we are made. Joseph VfiLcksteed says: "I think the expressions 'He 

is called by thy name' and 'we are called by His name' mean more than 

that here is an analogy between us and Christ. The 'name' of anything 

is associated with its individuality and being, and Blake had a religious 

sense of its importance." The association of the sheperd, the lamb and 

the child is not at all submerged and is an essential part of the poem. 

Images of all three are inextricably woven about each other and apply 

equally well to each other. But the figure of Jesus, whether as lamb or 

child, carries overtones of tragedy which are actually present in most 

of the "Songs of Innocence". But for Blake hope is never long buried.

This is so because man fell but was redeemed by Christ; because Christ 

died, but rose to life again; because innocence is corrupted by experience 

but evolves to a higher innocence.

The figures in "The Lamb" are not merely decorative. Iheir slight

ness—near deadness as metaphors—is necessary to the effect, for they must 

above alx not intrude upon the directness of the statement. Simultaneous 

with the simplicity, they must imply the existence of life in all things— 

an imminence of human form. The metaphors of stanza I do not intrude upon 

the reader's perception of the nature of the lamb, yet he is well aware 

of that which is human as well. Sven the lamb's surroundings are not 

"natural". They are "human". The vales are alive (they "rejoice"), and 

the lamb's "baa" is a voice. Blake was artful enough to leave his images

^SLake's Innocence and Experience, p. y2.
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natural on the surface, yet to turn them into conventional personifica

tions which themselves are further symbolic. The final establishment of i

the lamb’s human form is achieved by the conventional figure of Christ 

as a lamb. It is given meaning by its context in the poem, in the "Songs” 

as a whole, and in the tradition of biblical symbolism. In the poem 

the personifications that have preceded the figure prepare for it as the 

ultimate statement of the one life of innocence. Wo one of these

personifications above has much meaning, but when they are taken together, 

they give a sense of the human form infusing everything. All are joined 

in the name of God Himself Who is all things and blesses the variety of

His forms. The child first blesses the Lamb and Christ: "little Lamb

God bless thee", and he is echoed by the poet, identifying himself with 

both child and lamb: "little Lamb God bless thee."

The brightness of the lamb is symbolic and, as will later be seen, 

is a firm link between the lamb and the tiger. The brightness of the 

lamb is purity itself, and its immediate effect is less dramatic. The 

conventionalities make the poem's gesture consistent with the simplicity 

of innocence but with no loss of depth.

Just as "Ihe Chimney Sweeper" was Blake's foremost cry for imagination 

and vision, "The Lamb" is his most direct call for innocence. The images 

are those of innocence$ the figures are those of innocence—and even the 

underlying implications, few though there may be, can give no other impres

sion than that of total innocence.

Innocence was to HLake the fresh beauty of a new flower—not fully

open and prey to merciless nature. Innocence was a treasure to be guarded
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for all its worth. But Blake, for all his romantic tendencies was realist 

enough to suddenly notice and acknowledge experience, and he peered out at 

it through a bright clear glass, but never entered that state himself. He 

was never at home with the ’’Songs of Experience” though they are in many 

ways greater than their earlier counterparts, and he kept his feet steadily 

on the path of innocence which burst suddenly like a golden ray of sun

shine through the darkness of experience and emerged as higher innocence in 

his mystical poems. The happy poems are consistently rural, and they are 

more devoid of the ordinary habiliments of rural life than any other pastoral 

that has ever been written. This is such a complete picture of natural 

"Simplicity” that the poems can hardly be considered of "nature" at all.

That they weren't intended to be such is suggested by the fact that two of 

the three poems are based on real social problems of the city, and that the 

poems of social outcry in the "Songs of Experience", if they have an explicit 

setting, are all of the city. In "Innocence" dreams (like that of the chimney 

sweeper) often re-establish the fact of the dreamer’s innocence; in "Experience" 

perversely they establish the dreamer’s state in experience.

The unfallen world is the world of the "Songs of Innocence"; the 

f1 en world is the world of the "Songs of Experience". Naturally those 

who live most easily in the former are apt to be, from the point of view 

of those absorbed wholly in the latter, somewhat naive and childish. In 

fact most of them are actually children. Children live in a protected 

world which has something, in epitome, of the intelligibility of the 

state of innocence, and they have an imaginative recklessness which stems 

from this. It is natural then to expect the Piper's point of view to be

joyful and hapoy—he is conscious of the child's essential divinity, as
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the nurse never could be, and is assured of its present protection. Bat 

into that joyous context the elements of experience constantly inseminate 

themselves, and a note of sorrow is never completely absent from the Piper’s 

pipe.

The most important thing of all in studying the "Songs of Innocence" 

is, as already stated, not to search so deeply for meaning that the beauty 

of the lyrics might be overlooked. The "Introduction to Innocence", "The 

Lamb", the "Nurse's Song" and "The Chimney Sweeper", for the music in 

them, are more like the notes of birds caught up and given back than the 

modulated measure of human verse. HLake knew that his poems were beauti

ful, and he attributed this beauty to the happiness and tenderness of his 

own mind. He never for a moment sought to hide a meaning, but rather he 

strove to give sweet, fresh beauty. The wise reader will be satisfied 

with this and take the meanings as a marvelous bonus.



III. SONGS OF EXPERIENCE

What is the price of Experience? Do men buy it for a song?
—William Blake

What Blake eventually realized and over which experienced great 

pangs of anguish was that experience must do the work of innocence as 

soon as the conscience begins to take the place of instinct and reflections 

of perception. But the moment experience begins upon this work, .men raise 

against her the conventional clamor of envy and stupidity. She teaches 

how to entrap and retain such fugitive delights as children and animals 

enjoy without seeking to "catch and to cage" them; but this teaching the 

world calls sin, and the law of material religion condemns it. The "Motto 

to the Songs of Innocence and Experience" found at the beginning of this 

thesis shows how the "Songs" are related to some of the persistent elements 

in Blake’s thought. C. M. Bowra points out that since for Blake the 

primary reality and the only thing that .matters is the active life of the 

creative imagination, he has nothing but contempt for empiricist philosophers 

who build their systems on sense-perceptions instead of on vision. Bowra 

continues to say:

' "Blake believed that the naturally good are decieved by 
such theories and so corrupted by them that they cease to think 
for themselves and restrict those creative forces which he calls 
’fairies’ and ’elves). When this happens, knavery, hypocrisy 
and self-seeking enter into the soul, and the state of innocence 
is lost; but for those who have eyes to see, the free, soaring 
spirit of the eagle is visible as different from thegSleepy, night- 
ridden owl. This is the main theme of the "Songs".

•Songs of Innocence and Experience" The Romantic Imagination (New
fork: Oxford U. Press, 1961), p.29.
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In the first part HLake shows what Innocence is; in the second now it 

is corrupted and destroyed.

The "Songs of Experience" were twenty-seven exquisite lyrics to 

accompany the "Songs of Innocence", to balance dark with light, sadness 

with joy, and the bitter stab of experience with the sweet music of 

childhood.29 in the "Songs of Experience" there is nothing like the 

burning whiteness of some of the "Songs of Innocence". In them he had 

touched, without danger, and without shame of fear, the lightnings of 

the sword of innocence. Through them came the archtypes of good, but now 

one receives the archtype of evil. The same hand which drew the lamb in I 

its essence now drew with the fierceness of Imagination, the fiercest 

of all beasts—not a tiger, but all tigers in one—the essential tiger. !

Superficially there seems to be little to distinguish one series 

from the other since the Piper clearly exhibits imaginative vision, and 

the Bard sees present, past and future. Yet for the Piper the past can 

only be primal unity, for the present is innocence, and the immediate 

future is experience; while for the Bard, the past is innocence, the 

present experience and the future a higher innocence. In experience, 

the Bard’s voice is solemn, serious and more deeply resonant, for the 

high-pitched joy of innocence exists now only as memory or as a degenerate, 

hypocritical smile. But within experience lies the embers which can leap 

into flame to light the way to higher innocence, for the state of exper

ience is at once a state of disillusionment and the origin of a potential 

guiding light for all mankind; individuation and unity go hand in hand.

Man must pass out of innocence, for there is not real choice of imagination

James Daugherty, William HLake (New York: Viking Press, 1960), p. 38
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if the higher innocence is to be reached. The voices of the Piper and 

the Bard are joined in that they are both imaginative, and they both 

see the spiritual, imaginative significance of the terrestrial, sensational 

activity in all the "Songs".

The astonishing thing about the "Songs of Experience" is that though 

they were inspired by violent emotion and have a merciless and acid-bitten 

temper, they are lyrical to the highest degree. They were born of storm 

and anguish in Blake’s own mind and are therefore more powerful and magical. 

His unmodified horror is not that of an experienced man, but that such as 

a child would feel who, suddenly taken from his mother’s garden, found 

himself in the dark walls of a prison. All the ugliness, tolerable to 

those who knew it, would be seen with loathing unspeakable by the child. 

Blake in this way saw the most dreadful side of dreadful things; more 

than we see, and he could not distinguish, as we do, any touches of light 

in the darkness. His expression of experience was as exaggerated towards 

misery as his expression of innocence may seem to be exaggerated towards 

joy—and this is just the temper of a child towards the pain and pleasure, 

the evil and the good in the world. Blake saw physical evil differently.

He saw the pain of the world arising from the course of nature, and he had 

a great pity for it, but he had no horror of it, no hatred for it. What 

he did have contempt for and horror of was the loss of the imagination and 

the burdens of the soul which are actually represented by physical evils.

The "Songs of Experience" are filled with scenes rent in agony from the ! 

soul of Blake, but he never forgets to see behind all the cruelty of man ;

the fact of his fall. <
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Blake knew that experience is the only world into which the ch-i 1H 

can grow, and yet the child must grow. Blake felt all children enter this 

state much as any real parent watches his own children emerge into adolescence 

with dread and fear. The ’’Songs of Experience" are satires, but strangely ' , 

enough one of the things they satirize is the state of Innocence. They 

show the butcher’s knife waiting for the unconscious lamb, and conversely 

the "Songs of Innocence" satirizes the state of Experience, as the contrast 

which they present makes its hypocrisies more obviously shameful.

The "Songs of Experience" all in one way or another are concerned 

with the nature of things in this underworld in which we are now living, 

with the soul's suffering in that world; or with its longing to return to 

eternity, or with the cruel laws to which mankind is subjected.-^ But 

as Mark Schorer explains Experience is also the "Vforld of Loneness", the 

"terrible desert of London", the City of Assassinations. It was a state 

in the world, the disruptive tyranny of eighteenth century life: monarchy 

and priestcraft, education, monopolies, child labor, marriage, the „ ■ •

industrial blight and the triumph of dogma.ELake’s humanity is greater 

in the "Songs of Experience" which shows that his humane sentiments grew 

as he became older though he never lost his essential touch of childlike j 

innocence.

Throughout the "Songs of Experience", there is an intellectual 

element, observations on psychic friction and social pain and the delib

erately developed imagery of pious humiliation, poverty, cruelty, hatred, 

kingship and warfare. ELake attacks in full armor the idea that all

^Vivian Be Sola Pinto (ed.), The Divine Vision: Studies in the 
Poetry and Art of VELlliam Blake (Fairlawn, New Jersey: Essential Books 
Inc., 1957)> P« 5°.—————

^William ELake: The Politics of Vision, p. 71.
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natural suffering was deserved punishment. Innocence is childhood and 

Experience is maturity. But the "Songs of Innocence" from the first 

included something more than childish happiness and came to include the 

adolescent in the dawn of mature experience. That is to say, the condi

tion when one discovers life for himself, when one begins to do his own 

thinking, and when romantic love and experience in love wakes one to new 

life. In the "Sopgs of Innocence" a child sings; in the "Songs of 

Experience" the voice of a man is heard, not necessarily a man in years, 

but a man in experience.

The Bard's songs, discussed in this thesis are the "Introduction 

to Experience," and "The lyger", but Blake's own songs in which he 

allows himself a full reprobate awareness are "Holy Thursday" and "The 

Chimney Sweeper". So it is that Blake and his readers with him have moved 

from the unconscious selfhood of Innocence to the conscious selfhood of

Experience. The mystical state is Experience, but in the human the state 

is Manhood and in history it is represented by the fall. The passionate 

love in which Innocence culminated is also the disturbing power in the soul 

which introduces Experience. It is only with the revival of thought or 

imagination, the power of the wind, that love can recover its universal

essence.

Mast of the "Songs of Experience" are exactly what they seem—lyrics 

almost as spontaneous as the songs of the birds, often written originally 

without any thought (or scareely any) of intentional or hidden signifi

cance. Ihe crystalline quality of the "Songs of Innocence" lacking, "Songs 

of Experience yet represent a greater poetic achievement, for only here
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emerges clearly what was to be one of Blake’s .most characteristic qualities, 

the ability to make intense verse out of abstractions. Only here, where 

the feeling is both more complex and more intense does he use the heavier 

adjectival quality and more urgent rhetoric and here alone is there a 

further relaxation of formal structure, but nevertheless a very exact 

sense of composition.

In the-"Songs of Innocence" there was a beautiful simplicity which 

made the poems enjoyable on or below the surface; in the "Songs of Expert- 

ence" this same marvelous quality emerges. The meanings of the "Songs of 

Experience" can be enjoyed at several levels, but even the deepest never 

takes precedence over the loveliness of the lyrics, and Blake's images 

here, as in the earlier lyrics, are always kept within their natural 

boundaries. All this is true in spite of K.A. Esdaile's claim that the 

"Songs of Experience" are "metaphysical riddles and mystical allegories." 

"Among them," he says, "are poetic pictures of the highest beauty and 

sublimity, and again there are poetical fancies which nan scarcely be 

understood even by the initiated."3- As remarked in the initial intro

duction, Esdaile was one of those unfortunate critics who, in looking 

for a bottomless pit of meaning missed all the wonderful simplicity of 

meaning in HLake's small pool of fresh rain water. Esdaile did an 

equally complete job of separating beauty and meaning so that both were 

eventually lost to him. HLake always begins on earth, and after rising 

to vision returns to earth to find it something new. This is the meaning 

to be discussed in "The Tyger". The last verse is outwardly the first 

verse nearly repreated, but what a universe separates their meaning!

32K.A. Esdaile, "An Early Appreciation of "William Blake", The library, 
V (July, 191U), 2f>1.
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So it is that one returns from interpretation to find ELake’s poems 

outwardly the very same as before: Not one beauty or thought has es

caped. But the pipings of a bird have become the symphony of a master, 

fraught with a higher life and passion, characterized in the following

"Songs of Experience".

INTRODUCTION

Hear the voice of the Bard!
Who Present, Past, and Future, sees;
Whose ears have heard
The Holy Word
That walk’d among the ancient trees,

Galling the lapsed Soul,
And weeping in the evening dew;
That might control
The starry pole,
And fallen, fallen light renew!

"0 isarth, 0 Earth, return!
Arise from out the dewy grass;
Night is worn,
And the mom
Rises from the slumberous mass.

"Turn away no more;
Why wilt thou turn away?
The starry floor,
The wat'ry shore,
Is giv’n thee till the break of day."

This sombre poem clearly defines the character of the Bard, and

together with its sequels introduces us to "Experience" as the Riper 

introduced us to "Innocence". 'Ihe latter was at first the pure lyricist 

piping only for present joy, whereas the former chants with prophetic 

voice and sees all time, 'present, past and future". The Piper drew 

his inspiration from a visionary child in the clouds. The Bard draws 

his from the Holy Spirit walking upon ancient earth. Wicksteed asserts

that the reference is to Jehovah walking in the Garden of Eden in the



Had the "lapsed soul"evening and discovering the trespass of Adam.33 

but listened to that name descending, as it does, into this twilight 

world, the wheel of heaven could even now be turned and the light of 

day restored to earth. Thus the Bard’s message is an appeal to earth.

The Piper, it will be remembered, began in this wild earth, soared in 

vision to heaven and returned to earth to complete his work. This 

movement we have found, and shall find, in many of Blake’s other songs 

and visions. Here, however, the figure is changed, and instead of the 

soul returning to earth, it is Earth herself that is bid return. The 

lines that follow can only be understood if we know the thoughts that 

were uppermost in Blake's mind as he wrote: "The dew is natter; the 

grass is flesh, out of which earth is called to rise."3^ Night is the 

dark period of disillusionment in the state of Experience, and the mom 

is the joy of fulfilled and liberated love. The failure of man to realize 

the beauty of the love of man and maid is typical of all his failure to 

embrace the joy of the artist. The stars are broken lights of eternity 

which even Night cannot quench, for the beauty of life and love are 

never wholly hidden, though seen as we see them, without poetry and 

divine inspiration, they are but the "wat'ry shore", the materialistic 

margin, of the full day of divine beautitude. The eternal character of 

the Bard's vision, inspired by the Divine Word itself, confers on youth 

an authority above that of parents and elders, leading it into the light 

of direct experience.

33
Blake's Innocence and experience, p.

3^Ibid.



,The statements in this poem are addressed to earth by a Bard;, whose 

voice is actually the imagination, and which reminds the soul and the 

eartn of their native states. This Bard has considerable cspacity for 

vision, and while he has much in common with Blake, he is not Blake, 

and his songs are limited by his perspective. One can see the di fferenne 

between the Bard and Blake in the second stanza. The first stanza tai 1.? 

us that the Bard sees "Present, Past and Future". The Bard sees what is, 

what was and what is to come, but he does not necessarily see them all 

as a single mental form which is a clue to his tragic ental error through

out the poem. His ears have heard the Holy Word which "Walk’d" among 

the ancient trees, but he does not hear this word now. This is made 

altogether clear when he refers to the soul as having lapsed in stanza two. 

As Harold Bloom says, the Holy 'ford is God-as-Man, Jesus, who once walked 

in the Garden of Eden and on Earth.The /ford calls and weeps; and if 

the Word,was heeded, the Fall might be undone, for "the lapsed Soul" still 

has the potential that might control nature. But the Bard, though he 

sees all this, thinks of man as a "lapsed Soul", while Blake of course 

does not. HLake knew that when man is raised, he must be raised as a 

spiritual body, not as a consciousness exclu led from energy and desire.

The Bard’s error takes on added poignancy as he tries to tell the soul 

itself what her inhabitants are deaf to, urging the Earth to hear the 

word of the Lord and to return: "0 Earth, 0 Earth, return! Arise from 

out the dewy grass." In this precisely worded stanza (thr e), Earth 

is being urged to arise literally out of erself; to abandon her present

-orm for the original she had forsaken. If the morn can rise in its

^HLake’s Apocalypse: A study in Poetic Argument, o. 130.
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cycle, cannot Earth break the cycle and be herself at last? What the 

Bard urges in the fourth stanza is what ought to be, butocan no more 

arise "from out the dewy grass" than man's "lapsed soul" can rise from 

the "slumberous mass" of his body. The Bard's dualism, traditional in 

ortnodox Christian accounts of apocalypse, divides still further an 

already dangerous division. If Barth returns it must be in every blade 

of grass, even as man must rise in every minute particular of his body.

The starry roof of the spatially-bound heavens ought to be only the floor 

of Barth's aspirations, just as the "wat'ry" shore marking Earth's narrow 

border upon chaos ought to be a starting point of the natural, and not 

its end. Bloom limits the issue by saying: "But it is again a not fully 

imaginative hope, to believe that a world of matter is given to Earth 

only until the apocalyptic break of day."36 Blake's heaven, unlike the 

Bard's, is a radical renewal of this world, an Earth more alive to the 

awakened senses than the one that so fearfully turns away.

In a word the "Introduction to Experience" is an intricate design 

in which the great hell of experience is apothesized, and unregenrate 

man is urged to enjoy his whole powers of natural harmony. It is the 

utterance of one who though speaking through the medium of anguish sees 

a way to the light through the tangled roots of experience.

Mot only the subject matter and the speaker have changed, for there 

is also a great change in the tone. The wandering Piper who was commanded 

by a visionary child to play, sing and write songs "every child may joy 

to hear", matured into the prophetic Bard or poetic genius. The child 

who listened to the "Songs of Innocence" has now become part of the earth

Ibid., p.131.36
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and the world of men and must hear the "Songs of Experience" whether 

he likes it or not. The situation no longer depends upon the proper 

response to happy songs and sad songs. Now the ultimate part of real-ity 

has been thrust before our eyes, the nadir of life of which we all (the 

earth) are a part. Basically the pattern is not unlike that of the 

"Introduction to Innocence". In that poem the child on a cloud spoke 

to the Piper. In "Experience" the Holy Word speaks or has sooken to the 

Bard. In each poem the poet speaks or sings after hearing the Nord, 

which in both poems is supramundane. The Piper’s songs are products 

of the joint efforts of child and Piper, but in the "Introduction to 

Experience", the Bard, unlike the Piper, already knows of "Present,

Past and Future" when the poem begins, and the Word is less inspiration, 

which is unnecessary to the Bard than simple stimulus.

The voice of the Bard, whose ears have heard the Holy Word, cal1s

the lapsed soul, that is, the universal soul, all mankind; and calling,

the Bard weeps in the evening dew. Gleckner, in his work, The Piper and

the Bard explains: "His weeping is, in effect, divine sympathy bom of

the wisdom of higher innocence. Such sympathy is the product of experience 
37symbolized here by the evening dew." The Holy Word weeps also, but

without pity or sympathy and thus identifies itself with the hypocrite,

Blake’s archfiend. In fact, if the whole second stanza is read as a

clause modifying "Holy Word", it is devastatingly ironic:

The Holy Word, /comma mine)
That walk'd among the ancient trees,
Galling the lapsed Soul
.And weeping in the evening dew;
That might ^italics nine) control 
The starry pole,
.And fallen, fallen light renew!

Gleckner, p. 233.37
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Basically the Bard's teaching is almost as simple as the Piper's:

Turn away no more;
Why wilt thou turn away?
The starry floor,
The wat'ry shore,
Is giv'n thee till the break of day.

In the past there was innocence from which the soul in its selfhood was 

precipitated into experience by the encroachment of the law and its 

pumgment is not eternal: Another day is yet to come; just as the 

morning always follows night, Experience,is followed by a greater innocence.

HOLY THURSDAY

Is this a holy thing to see 
In a rich and fruitful land,
Babes reduc'd to misery,
Fed with cold and usurous hand?

Is that trembling cry a song?
Gan it be a song of joy?
And so many children poor?
It is a land of poverty!

And their sun does never shine,
And their fields are bleak and bare,
And their ways are fill'd with thorns; 
it is eternal winter there.

lor where-e'er the sun does shine,
And where-e'er the rain does fall,
Babe can never hunger there,
Nor poverty the mind appall.

Eiis poem and "London" are among the most powerful of Blake's 

prophetic utterance. However, prophetic as they are, they show Blake 

in his most humane mood. He cannot contain his indignation or hide his 

compassion. His description of the charity children entering St. Paul's 

was perhaps his very first "Song of Innocence", and this "Holy Thursday" 

is one of the last of the "Sungs of Experience". It tells us what a

distance Blake's mind has travelled in the intervening years, and it



reveals the full-blown wealth of Blake's compassionate mind, for his soul 

was no "land of poverty". Blake's vision of the Divine and his humanity 

drove him to look within at what seemed so far without. In the minds 

of the children he found bleak tragedy which he expressed in the third 

verse by metaphor that carries one back to Innocence with devastating 

contrast.

And their sun does never shine,
And their fields are bleak and bare,
And their ways are fill'd with thornsj 
It is eternal winter there.

Oh what a land that sees itself rich and fruitful and yet can endure such 

drear winter in the hearts of children. It is no land of wealth but of 

poverty that is deep disgrace. Is it not those, the prosperous of earth, 

that live spiritually in a land without sun or rain, if there can be among 

them any babe who suffers hunger or neglect? The sight of the children 

on Holy Thursday is painful because their poverty is itself a wrong which 

no belated charity can right. The infant is bom into a dangerous world 

where no joy can befall him. The chimney sweeper knows that those who 

allow him to toil in misery are callous and hypocritical. The dialectic 

of exploitation expands to great social dimensions in this poem which 

matches the earlier "Holy Thursday" of Innocence. But the ambiguity of 

tone in the earlier song has vanished. This second poem insists that the 

charity children live in an "eternal winter" without the fostering power 

of nature's sun and rain, since the dazed mind cannot accept poverty as 

natural.

Ihe two main questions in stanzas one and two with which the poem 

begins are not as rhetorical as they seem. The omniscient, eternal Bard 

is speaking, and it is in terms of his wisdom that the questions and
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answers .must be interpreted. The first question awkwardly juxtaposes 

the concepts of holiness and of physical health and well-being. But the 

awkwardness is clearly functional. On the surface it is not a "holy thing" 

to see children starving in a. land of plenty. But in the context of wnrl d~K 

morality and material values, the very fact that the children are fed at 

all is "holy" regardless of the richness of the land in which they starve. 

Robert Gleckner asserts that the point is a basic one. Says he: "No 

question is made by the "cold and usurious" man into the origin of the 

terrors of experience, of human enslavement (for its origin is man 

himself, whose heart has been petrified by moral, religious and penal 

codes); but given that slavery and misery, an attempt is made, however 

feeble, to alleviate it.That is holiness. For the Bard, however, 

holiness is not a question of richness or poverty, but one of attitude, 

of heart and of mind. "Poverty the mind appalls", says Blake, but he 

means only the spiritual and emotional poverty reflected in the "beneficial" 

cold and usurous hand of stanza one. To the beadles and the grey-haired 

men of "Holy Thursday" of Innocence the feeding of the miserable babes is a 

holy thing to see; to the Bard the very fact that the children are fed as 

they are appalls. This is in great part the irony of the "Holy Thursday" 

of Experience which is fully comprehended in connection with the "Holy 

Thursday" of Innocence. To imitations of the "good" through such things 

as the "Godly songs of the newly founded Sunday schools" the "Songs of 

Innocence" appropriate the piety doled out to the underprivileged children 

of the factory and mining districts. Then in the same meter, the "Songs 

of Zixperience" shift from the ideal image of shepards and lambs, flowers

The Piper and the Bard, p. 2l4i.
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and fruits and etain only those which the children of the poor really 

knew, the images of poverty, despair and death.

To explain the powerful condensation of the second stanza and to see 

the emphasis placed on the hypocrisy underlying the whole idea of charity, 

one must view the last line, .In a rich and fruitful land, babes can be 

reduced to misery only by some agent, but the last stanza proclaims the 

eternal truth of rich and fruitful lands. The agent is the usurious hand, 

ironically feeding the very mouth from which it steals its opulence.

The all-grasping, omnivorous hand symbolizes for Blake the very material 

values and hypocritical benevolence described in glowing terms in line 

one ("Holy thing") and line two ("rich and fruitful land"), which are the 

causes of the babe's reduction to misery. In this same stanza, the second 

ambiguous question is: "Is that trembling cry a song?" The song is the 

cry of miserable children, but it is also a song of joy like that in 

"Holy Thursday" of Innocence. Impoverished, the children still know the 

way, and this serves to point out the essential emptiness, corruption and 

poverty of the hand that purports to help. The line, "It is a land of 

poverty", in the second stanza is a key line of the poem, for it contains 

all that wont before and foreshadows all that follows. It is a land of 

poverty materially and spiritually; it is not a rich and fruitful land, 

for there are "so many children poor". It is not a holy thing to feed 

them and treat them as they are; it is hypocrisy. The poverty, of course, 

includes lack of richness, lack of fruitfulness, lack of joy, lack of 

warmth—all of these terms now pertinent to the worldly as well as the 

spiritual scheme of things, h/here-ever the sun of true love and the rain 

of true charity exists starvation is impossible. The third stanza amply
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demonstrates what the second stanza sets forth. There is no alternative 

answer tu the questions; there is only flat statement of fact. The 

dilemma of Earth, this land, these children is symbolized in the children 

of Experience.

The last stanza of the poem is Blake's powerful answer to all the 

questions, and is as well a superb climax and summary of the images and 

associational echoes of the first three stanzas. Through the child of 

Experience, who assumes the burden of the central symbol in the poem, 

Blake leads directly to the state to which the child aspires; the 

material values are thoroughly translated into the spiritual realm, into 

the "holy thing" that is so grimly ironic in the first stanza. The third 

line of this final stanza is in itself a structural masterpiece. Pitched 

on a high key, the initial accent carries through the entire length of 

the line and falls with equal emphasis on the other key word, "there".

The babe is the child of Experience, encompassing all the babes of 

stanza one and the children of stanza two. The second word recalls the 

equivocal hesitating question of line six, now transposed into a resonant 

assertion. The third word echoes its negative counterpart in the first 

line of stanza three, again sharply reversed. The fourth word recalls 

both the cruel hand that feeds in stanza one and the frigid drought of 

stanza three, and it negates their efficacy of the world of light. The 

fifth word identifies the child with the higher innocence by merging 

the "there" and "there" of stanza three, the wisdom and love inherent 

in the human form divine, to which material poverty or riches are but 

empty, meaningless terms substituted by enslaved man for the true virtues 

—mercy, pity, peace and love.
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True enough, ELake was appalled by the fact that there is enough for 

all, yet the innocent are starved. He hated with a bitter hate organized 

charities which he regarded as soulless things which did not—could not— 

give what was needed most. However, if this poem is read as simply a 

conventional social protest, it fails, for in "Holy Thursday" the scathing 

prophetic denunciation is fiercer than ever, but the finale is upon a 

note of visionary exaltation and tenderness, divinely impersonal. .And 

until ELake1s subtle distinction and subsequent blending of natural and 

spiritual is discerned, the poem remains but a weak counterpart to "Holy

Thursday" of Innocence.

THE CHIMNEY SWEEPER

A little black thing among the snow,
Crying "'weep! 'Weep!" in notes of woe!
"Where are thy father and mother.' Hay?"
"They are both gone up to the church to

pray.

"Because I was happy upon the heath,
And smil'd among the winter's snow,
They clothed me in the clothes of death,
And taught me to sing the notes of woe.

"And because I am happy and dance and sing,
They think they have done me no injury,
And are gone to praise God and his Priest

and King,
Who make up a heaven of our .misery,"

Although the "Chimney Sweeper" of Experience begins on the same

note as its counterpart in Innocence, a contrast is almost immediately 

apparent. In the earlier poem the mother was dead, and the father not 

preasent, while where both parents are living and have gone "to the church 

to pray." HLake's irony is almost too mechanical. The innocence child 

had no mother in the realm of motherhood, and the child of experience 

has both parents in a realm where neither should be. The sweeper of
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his rightful place in innocent joy through vision. The sweeper of Experience,

though he has both parents, has no such shield, oven more disastrous, he
1 !

has no such vision. The condemnation of father-mother is most explicit, 

out the attack on the Church itself remains only implicit until the last 

stanza wherein HLake accuses it directly for depraving the children.

Because a child still carries some of his happiness with him wherever he 

goes is no justification for making him live by such terrible work. The 

whole poem is charged with heartache for the doomed children of the London 

slums, but it is much more than this. It is an attack upon formalized 

religion, not as an atheist but as one who saw more clearly than others 

the true meaning of God and Christian charity. Blake's whole mood is 

characteristic of the disillusionment of Experience and embraces in its 

attack Church, God, priest, king and their conception of It aven, omitting 

to mention only the soldier so frequently in Blake's mind, nut the 

personal element has entirely disappeared here although the glpom and 

uittemeso remain. Though it was no doubt sincere and is even not 

overstated—for there is something rotten in the spiritual and material 

complacency that is undisturbed by the misery of society's substructure— 

yet it was less effective for its purpose than the "Chimney Sweeper" 

of Innocence, for it was a poem entirely without bitterness, and it left 

the moral to the reader's own reason and conscience. i

VJhile the "Chimney Sweeper" of Experience is the simplest of the 

social poems, it is at the same time perhaps the most poignant and filled 

with HLake's feeling for and understanding of children. He has watched 

the corruption of innocence but still expresses beautifully the same
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The Church has a major function, related somewhat curiously to the

grave in which the mother of the sweeper in Innocence lies. This relation 

ship is suggested by the sweeper's description of his parent's treatment 

of him: "They clothed me in the clothes of death." The inference is 

that the clothes of death are sanctioned by the church to which the 

parents go with songs of praise instead of remaining to help the child.

The mother of the sweeper in Innocence is dead wrongfully, and the mother 

of the sweeper in Experience acts wrongfully. The former, however, lives 

for the innocent sweeper in vision; he finds the comfort, warmth and 

protection which are his due in the dream of the angel. On the other 

hand, imaginatively the mother of experience is dead to her child, for 

in place of her protective warmth has arisen the spectre of authority 

which retains the name of mother but has corrupted its significance. 

Indicates Paul Gleckner, " 'The church1 has become the grave, the mother's 

prayer a profanation."39 The God to whom the parents pray will be equated 

to priest and king and by extension, to the parents themselves. On this 

note of selfishness and hypocrisy, HLake writes the rest of the poem from 

the sweeper's point of view. "Because I was happy upon the heath, and 

smil'd among the winter's snow" is a direct reference to "The Chimney 

Sweeper" of Innocence who despite his plight can smile and be happy in 

the imaginative knowledge of his own innocence. In Experience, however, 

the child loses his imaginative capacity; his perspective becomes confined 

to worldly images and in turn, to rational concepts. The cluthes of death 

are the ultimate reality. This is significant in two ways: KLrst, the

39 The Piper and the Hard, p. 2i|8
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parents clothe the child; he does not assume them willingly. Second, 

by molding the sweeper to their wishes, the parents weave his winding 

sheet and compose his dirge, which, in effect is the poem itself. In the 

last stanza, the sweeper analyzes the situation in terms of physical 

"injury" and discomfort: "They think they have done me no injury, and 

are gone to praise God and his Priest and King, who make up a heaven of 

our misery." Unlike the sweeper in Innocence who cries, this sweeper 

curses, indirectly, God and priest and king for profiting by his low 

state. ELake^ point is that physical discomfort is meaningless to the 

free, imaginative .man. To the sweeper, however, his misery is Important, 

and his parents are evil for allowing it to happen. The parents praise 

the infinite God through His priests and kings for the blessings of this 

world. They do not feel that they have done the child injury because 

survival in this world demands that he work. The last line of the poem 

sums up HLake’s comment «m the whole situation. God, priest and king 

"make up a heaven of our misery." Even the imagination has been stulti

fied; the sweeper is no longer the innocent child but the worldly spectre. 

At this point Blake reaches out in vain for the fast-disappearing Innocence 

and imaginative vision. They no longer are about to move into dawning 

thought, but are submerged fully in the black night of raw experience.

And not until "The lyger" does the hard see a ray of light through the 

fires of purgation.

NURSE‘S SUNG

When the voices of children are heard on 
the green,

/aid whisp'rings are in the dale,
The days of my youth rise fresh in my

mind,
face turns green and pale.
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Then come home, my children, the sun is 
gone down,
And the dews of the night arise;
Your spring and your day are wasted in 
Play,
And your winter and night in disguise.

With the "Nurse's Song" of Experience comes a song of the heart's

experience, a song of love and disillusion. In many ways "Nurse's Song" 

is the most difficult of the "Songs of Experience", but it also is an 

excellent summation of conventional holiness and desire restrained, and 

especially it is the only poem in Experience that dramatizes the nurse's 

"conversion". It reveals HLake's most mature art in its almost perfect 

blending of simplicity, lividness, depth and complexity of meaning and

association. The complicated at once merges with and emanates from

the uncomplicated. This "Nurse's Song" affords a remarkably instructive

contrast to the first "Nurse's Song". The Nurse of Experience reacts

to the sound of children's voices on the green by recalling her earlier

vision, and her face "turns green and pale" as well it might, in comparing

the two states, for the movement is from:

Come, come leave off play and let us away 
Till the morning appears in the skies

to:

Your spring and your day are wasted in play 
And your winter and night in disguise.

There is neither realism nor cynicism replacing Innocence, but an existence 

both lower and higher, less and more real than the undivided state of 

consciousness. The morning does not appear again, and so the generous 

expectations are self-deceptions. But the wisdom of Experience is 

at its best too much the wisdom of the natural heart, and we cannot 

altogether accept that the play was wasted. Nor are we meant to forget
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that the final waste will be in the disguise of death, which is the cul

mination of the cruder deceptions of Experience. The Nurse will not let 

the children play any longer as she can see no light; she even denies the 

reality of their innocent ways. She sees the passage of a single day as 

representative of the passage from youth to age, from a joy based upon 

cruel “innocent" self-deception to a more cruel reality. It is Hazard 

Adams' claim that "KLake's nurse Is meant to be bitter and histronic, 

and thus sentimental. Perhaps this is the reason for the strange exag

geration and inept image of 'my face turns green and pale'.The 

Nurse's journey into experience has stolen from her all intimations of 

the reality of innocence. She would like to think the state of innocence 

a real condition, but her passage to experience was apparently such a 

disillusionment that she has made a negation of innocence. Her .mental 

state is egocentric, and she attempts to draw the children into her own 

being and troubles.

Although line two of the firsi stanza basically remains in the 

same pattern as that of the earlier song, the line becomes a parody of 

innocence. Instead of the lilting "and laughing is heard on the hill", 

we have "And whisp'rings are in the dale." The obvious difference in 

diction immediately introduces the theme of secrecy, but what is not 

so obvious is the absence of the word "heard" in the "Nurse's Song" 

of Experience. It is a key word, for without it no contrast develops 

between the openness of action and its clear apprehension by the speaker 

in line one, and the fact that although the "whisp'rings" are not heard, 

the speaker asserts that they are there. Though the children in line one

4°V£Llliam Elake: A Reading of the Shorter Poems, p. 253.
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seem to be innocents, in the second line the nurse sees them as secretive 

and close-lipped. This may overstate the case, but at any rate the 

opposition is there in the poem and in the nurse’s mind. The nurse, in 

terms of her memory, now corrupted, interprets as something hidden the 

innocence we have seen to be joyous, unrestrained and completely guiltless. 

Complete freedom and lack of inhibition are inconceivable to her. Hap

piness is a thing stolen and hidden away and crushed into non-existence. 

Laughing in experience is not heard on the hill in the face of the bright 

day, but there are snickers in the covertness of the dale. Foster Damon 

in his interpretations of this poem claims that the nurse sees Experience, 

or Night, creeping upon them irresistibly, and remembering her own past, 

she laments that the Earthly Paradise should not be made more of while 

it lasts, and that after the Expulsion nothing but hypocrisy should remain. 

The days of her youth rise in her mind, and for a moment she envies the 

children their play. But the moment is fleeting and her face turns pale 

as only fear is left to take its place.

The second verse is a clear instance of HLake's earlier images 

becoming metaphors in his mind. The dews of the night which were 

originally in the sweet natural world are now symbols of approaching 

adolsescence, as well as experience, and the theme is the tragedy of an 

innocence that leads to nothing, and finally disappears in the cold 

winter of deceit and the dark night of hidden desire. In innocence, the 

nurse called the children home to protect them, not from the night of 

experience, but from the night of innocence which holds comparable terrors 

only if the child is separated from its mother. In experience the nurse

U1
William HLake: His Philosophy and Symbols, p. 275.
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warns the children of the terrors of experience, but the fact that the 

cry is a warning and that she has less regard for protecting them than 

for judging them is symptomatic of the great change that ELake has wrought 

here. Actually the Nurse in Experience is convinced that the children 

too are already in Experience, as the 'Whisp‘ring" in the dale emphati

cally proves, and this merely provokes her to reprimand them for the 

folly they mistake for happiness: "Your spring and your day are wasted 

in play."

The "Nurse's Song" of Experience closely imitates the Song of 

Innocence in a way that none of the other poems do, but it is totally 

distinct in meaning and atmosphere, so that it does not actually contra 

diet or neutralize the other, it is in truth a bitter little song, though

not without its higher incentive. The hill becomes a dale where "whisp*- 

rings" flay become more secret, for the "play" of children is by no means 

always innocent. These recall in the Nurse's mind memories of youth, 

whose promise has turned to bitterness.

THE TIGER

lyger! Tyger! burning bright 
In the forests of the night,
What immortal hand or eye 
Gould frame thy fearful symmetry?

In what distant deeps or skies 
Burnt the fire of thine eyes?
On what wings dare he aspire?
What the hand dare sieze the fire?

And what shoulder, and what art,
Gould twist the sinews of thy heart? 
And when thy heart began to beat,
What dread hand? and what dread feet?

What the hammer? what the chain? 
In what furnace was thy brain? 
What the anvil? what dread grasp 
Dare its deadly terrors clasp?
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Mien the stars threw down their spears,
And water'd heaven with their tears,
Did he smile his work to see?
Did he who made the Lamb make thee?

Tyger! Tyger! burning bright 
In the forest of the night,
Miat immortal hand or eye,
Dare frame thy fearful symmetry?

"The Tyger" is a pome of rather simple form, clearly and cleanly 

proportioned, all of its statements contributing to a single, sustained, 

dramatic gesture. Read aloud, it is powerful enough to move many 

listeners without their having much understanding of the poem beyond 

its literal expression of a dramatic situation. But the total force of 

the poem comes not only from its immediate rhetorical power from also 

from its symbolical structure. The poem is in a totally differen key 

both from its counterpart in Innocence, "The Lamb", and from the other 

"Songs of ExperienceThe tone in "The Tyger" is different from "The 

Lamb" because the wild valleys, the reeds HLake had plucked, the stream 

he had stained led him into tangled and dark forests. Life had revealed 

to him cruelty, disillusionment and bitterness. Its lisping sweetness 

had faded into the distance, and yet its grandeur and glory had been 

revealed in tenfold power. It is different from the other "Songs of 

experience" both for its beating force and intenseness of questioning 

power and its change in sentiment from the humane to d search to understand 

the princiiJ-Le of evil responsible for the corruption of innocence. Carl 

Heath in his article entitled, "HLake as a Humanitarian" says on this 

matter: "(Tne Tyger1; is not precisely humane in sentiment, and yet if 

humanitarian in the marvelous way he seems to creep into the tygerfe 

heart and feel as a tiger may be supposed to feel. "^2

U^The Humane Review, XXVI (July, 1906), 78.
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However, this is clearly another case where a .nan writing in HLake's own 

day felt it necessary to dig for something that was not there. True,

HLake‘s tiger is indeed a tiger and always a tiger. The images are 

characteristic of a tiger, out are symDolic to aid HLake in his search 

for evil, which indirectly humanitarian as it may be, has nothing at all 

to do with his having sympathetic understanding for the way a tiger may feel.

Normally it is a difficult thing to pinpoint just what it is that 

causes a man to have such a radical change of mind, for in HLake it was 

with such a different mind that he began to compose "little Lamb" from 

that with which he opened the poem, "Tyger, Tyger". And the change in the 

thing addressed from the gentle creature feeding "by the stream and o'er 

the mead" to the dread creation "burning bright in the forests of the 

night", echoes with a deep change in the questioning .mind as it develops 

from a query, "Who made thee, Dost thou know Who .made thee?", to "what 

immortal hand or eye could frame thy fearful symmetry?" In the interval 

between the writing of "The Lamb" and "The ^ger" he had dwelt much in 

"distant deeps and skies" and from a sweet place of Arcadian Song and 

vision it had become dread deep of mystery and power frought with flashes 

of prophesy. The change itself was not art, nor anything produced by 

the artist. It was the change Drought ab^ut by spiritual happenings 

in a sensitive, selective and strangely retentive place. Impressions 

went into that mind and disappeared from sight that were not to be lost, 

and when some new impression broke the seal of utterance, forg„tten things 

woke and poured forth in living imagery that added a mysterious and 

natured richness to the inspiration of the .moment. This sometimes led 

to confusion and apparent, if not real, turbidity, but in his greatest
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moments the fusion of the living moment with the mind's stored wealth 

is perfect. And all the time there is a third factor at work, the artist 

himself, who stands in this poem like a .mighty founder above molten streams 

of gold, fiercely directing their fluid movement into moulds of a sym

metry and beauty that can never perish. It is then, in this poem, more 

than any other where ELake seeks feverishly but orderly for that which 

caused the change in himself and for that which produces the inevitable 

change in all innocents.

The immediate origin of the poem is, as for many another poem of 

HLake's, the inward vision of the tiger In the forest. This is a natural 

image, as natural as that of the lamb in fields, but it is noticeable 

that it never becomes an avowed symbol as the lamb does. The lamb is 

identified with the symbol for Christ, but to the end the tiger remains 

on a surface of the poem a natural tiger on the natural earth, unrepres

entative of anything but itself. It results, however, in a finished, 

perfect symbol but with its roots still in nature. In a further sense, 

the tiger is pure vision, for whereas ELake has certainly seen a lamb, 

it is doubtful he had ever seen a tiger in the forest. However, a tiger 

is an inexhaustible general symbol for anyone, and ELake has captured 

beautifully the essentials of a tiger's nature.

HLake’s images, at first sensuous, are to continued inspection

even more symbolic. Things which burn, even tigers oerhaps, are either /

purifying something or being purified. In the dark of the night, in a ■ 

forest, a tiger's eyes would seem tu bum. The tiger's striped body 

suggests this same conflagration. In any case ELake is trying to estab

lish a kind of brilliance about his image. The word, "bright", closes a
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great gap between the tiger and the lamb. The brightness of the lamb 

was purity itself; the yellow fire of the tiger is purgation. The fire 

is also a very real symbol of wrath. All the above is so subtly con

nected with Blake's concern with evil that at times it seems far-fetched. 

But to the questions which HLake asks in the poem, he fully feels there 

are answers. Slake could not consider evil abstractly. His God was 

essentially personal; therefore, he felt that evil was His wrath.

However, this poses a further problem. Scholar's will assert that the 

question in "The Tyger", "Did he who make the lamb make thee?" is to 

be answered with a confident yes or no. Northrop Frye says "Yes" if 

HLake is believed to be a pantheist; "no" if he is believed to be a 

Gnostic.HLake's God was too personal for him to be a pantheist, 

and he certainly never held to the central doctrine of gnosticism, for 

he felt that it was knowledge itself which leads to experience. Tfost 

of these who love the poem are content to leave the matter a question, 

and they are right to do so.

The forests of the poem belong to the night. HLake clearly invites 1 

us to read his line symbolically. For HLake, night suggests the delusions, 

of material substance and the absence of the kind of light which sur- 

rounds revelations. There is violent contrast between light and darkness, 

between the tiger and its surroundirgs, and the reader realizes that the 

forest and the night are to be thought of in a derogatory way. The tiger, 

on the other hand, is presented ambiguously. In spite uf its natural 

viciousness, it seems to suggest also clarity and energy. HLake also

uses the forest as a symbol of the world of experience, where majgr sterile
—- .

"HLake after Two Centuries", English Romantic Poets: Modem Sssays 
in Criticism, ed. M. H. Abrams (New York: Oxford U. Press, 1y6u), p. 57.
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laws (dead trees) conceal the path and dim the light. Thus ELake

intends to suggest that the great purpose of wrath is to consume all

that corrupts innocence. The tiger's brightness may also suggest the

force which the sun so often symbolizes in mythology, and the forest is,

as a symbol of the natural cycle of growth and decay in the fallow

natural world, representative of not only spatial but also temporal

enclosure. Harold ELoom in his work says:

The tyger is not in the forests of the night but in the 
open world of clear vision. The forests are 'of' the night in 
belonging to it; the Bard of Experience is in mental dark
ness. ne sees a burning beast against a bordering blackness, 
and his own mortal eye is forming the tyger in a double sense: 
creating it and surrounding it with an opaque world, out 
from the start he desires to delude himself; the first of 
his rhetorical questions insists on a god or demon for its 
answer.uU

Enlightening as this statement may be it neglects to say what has been 

stressed: that ELake feels there is an answer to his question but does 

not pretend to answer it. Moreover, Mr. ELoom's insistence that ELake 

is pagan—"he insists on god or deMnt"—is itself unproven, unlikely 

and highly distasteful in the light of HLake's references to the fall 

of man redeemed by Christ, and his definite symbolization of the lamb 

as Christ.

The question of stanza one involves the speaker's assumption that 

the "hand or eye" forms the tiger. The hand is the shaping force of the 

o-Lacksmith. The eye image suggests the shaping spirit of the imagination. 

The phrase equally well shows HLake's understanding that either word is 

but a cumbrous analogy for the organ of a power whose glance can fashion 

like a hand, or whose span, like an eye, can comprehend immensity.

44HLake's Apocalypse: A Study in Poetic Argument, p. 136.
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For Blake there is a clear distinction between the material, lidded, 

or "outward" eye and the immortal, visionary eye which the artist sees 

through, nut with. This question put to the tiger by the speaker, who 

is actually the Bard of Experience, is, "what immortal organ could 

produce, (by hand) or even conceive (by eye), shape or limit your 

fearful and terrifying balance of proportion?" Bowra explains "The tiger 

was created in the fallen world of reason, produced by its mechanical 

laws, but just as present is the idea of the purification produced by 

the tiger, for the lamb and the tiger are symbols for two different 

sides of the human soul, and when the lamb is destroyed by experience, 

the tiger is needed to restore it.^ The problem of the poem is how to 

reconcile the forgiveness of sins (the lamb) with the punishment of 

sins (the tiger), so it is evident that the climax of "The Tyger",

"Bid he who made the Lamb make thee?", is not an exclamation of wonder 

but a very real question.

The order of the lyric is typical of Blake. He shows the entire / 

process of the tiger's creation. First the "fire of his eyes" is gathered 

from the cosmos; then the heart is created, the feet forged and ultimately 

the brain. One of Blake's boldest strokes of craftsman is evident in the 

last line of verse three where he shifts the reader and leaves the 

sentence incomplete: "And when thy heart began to beat, what dread hand 

and what dread feet?" The first four verses surge and roll backwards and 

forwards from the creature to the Creator, and from the Creator to the 

creature as though the poet was afraid of our thinking of them apart.

First the tiger in the forest, then the immortal hand or eye; then the

"Songs of innocence and Experience", Ihe Romantic Imagination, p.
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far-dwelling fires of the creature's eyes, and the wing that dare to seek, 

the hand that dares to cull them. The following (reversing the order) 

reveals the shoulder and art of the divine craftsman, the sinews of the 

living heart of the creature; the hand of the Deity, and then—no doubt— 

the feet of the beast. The coupling of "shoulder" and "art" mysteriously 

combines the definiteness of bodily imagery with the splendour of a 

spiritual power. The word "twist" along with "shoulder" begins to 

suggest the image of a blacksmith which becomes manifest in stanza four.

The fact that the very heart of the tiger is said to have "sinews" suggests

a beast made for violence rather than compassion is necessarily a

tiger of wrath. Verse four derives its swift staccato form from the 

suspended sentence now immediately preceding it: "What dread hand? 

and what dread feet?" This starts a beat and movement of fierce queries 

which ore continued in stanza four. The word "chain" carries the "motive" 

of the tangled forest and the sinewy heart into the imagery of the forge 

and the brain. The chain is the symbol of intellectual confinement, 

as the sinews and the forest were of bodily and emotional confinement— 

against which, and yet through, and in, which the spirit struggles into 

life. It is this pulse of creation that enables us to understand verse 

four. As the hammer is the instrument of the creator, the chain must be 

the symbol of the thing created, which is, therefore, the same thing as 

the next line reveals emerging from the furnace of God, the awesome 

"brain" that nothing but the "dread grasp" of God Himself dare "clasp".

At this point the reader is in the presence of what was for Blake the 

very heart of the mystery of existence—the necessity for the infinite 

to force itself into the limitations and circumscriptions of finite life.
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The "chain" is HLake's consistent symbol for the slavery of earthly 

existence, the dire necessity all mortals are under to express the 

Divine. The implied flame of the furnace is a clear symbol for passion 

and is set off by the blackness of nocturnal forests. The contrast 

between fire and night corresponds to the contrast of yellow and black 

stripes ringing the tiger itself. The furnace is a symbol to represent 

the natural body which imprisons, limits and therefore torments the 

energy characteristic of life. The tiger is formed on the anvil of 

inspiration which is the eye of man and God, but it is also a symbol of 

the very same eye which created it, for Blake believed that men are what 

they behold; that the outer and inner worlds are really one. It is 

horrifying, as well as awesome, to think of an animate thing being 

hammered into shape in a smithy, but for the moment Elake is content 

with this introduction of the fiery imagery of the smithy in the fourth 

verse, and the grand idea of completing the whole by a return to the open 

ing verse for the fifth. The spiritual demand for a synthesis, however, 

was found to return; which one shall see how he finally satisfies in his 

great verse about the stars.

In verse five one passes to the serenity of Sabbath contemplation. 

It is almost as though the Great Smith's handiwork, glowing from the 

furnace is plunged in the waters of heaven to be cooled and tempered 

before one can scan it for an answer to its meaning. In this verse it 

is difficult to recognize at first the repetition of the whole theme of 

the poem: the fierce and glorious lights of heaven plunged into the dim 

griefs of earth. It not only repeats the theme, but it collects many 

chapters of HLake's mind into one supreme symbol, which was possible
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because his profusion of imagery was the rich clothing of an essentially 

childlike and simple mind, and from whatever approach one begins inter

pretation, as Wicksteed points out, it ends in the same great central 

theme of his system, the Incarnation.^ In the first place, the stars 

are the broken and scattered lights of eternity which night itself can

not quench but which melt into dawn with the dewy return of day. They 

symbolize the hard cold realm of reason and war that held the earth 

before compassion came with Christ, "when the stars threw down their 

spears and water'd heaven with their tears." The stars are part of 

the concave surface of the mundane shell where man is trapped and are 

also the symbols of the movement of a dominant reason, the association 

being that the mechanistic philosophy of science and eighteenth century 

rationalism. And when the stars throw their spears down and weep, 

they are soldier abandoning their arms in contrition and readiness for 

peace. Ihen reason capitualates before wrathful energy, is the creation 

satisfied? The question of the poem through stanza five may be expressed 

thusly: "Does the creative power erstwhile dimly and fragmentarily 

perceived by us as the fierce and broken lights of night—does it, in 

its melting mood that issu s in the final glory, still acknowledge and 

authenticate the more terrible aspect of Nature; and is there, for 

instance, room for the satanic fires and purgatorial pains of genius in 

a world ultimately dedicated to tenderness, love and harmony?In the 

fallen world even the apocalypse seems to have an ambiguous form. In 

total reswlutiun the purgation by flame which is the tiger, and the

U6
Blake's Innocence and Experience, p. 198.

^7Ibid., p. 199.
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baptism by tears which symbolizes generation and lifts the imagery to 

cosmic grandeur, for the weeping of the stars lead out of the fal1sn 

world into the new in the traditional rituals of rebirth. The perfect 

balance of eternity is achieved and the tiger lies down with the lamb.

The ultimate unanswerable question of the poem is: Are the T^mh 

and the Tiger alike the offspring of the Divine event?; Does God smile 

equally upon the two?; Are both expressions of His very .mind and being? 

There is some meaning even deeper than this in Blake's question. It 

does not merely mean "did God make both?" It means to ask whether when 

the morning breaks upon the forest of the night, one shall then see that 

in making the Lamb God had made the Tiger—in making the Tiger, God had 

made the Lamb. If God is manifest as the Lamb "by the stream and o’er 

the mead", He can reveal Himself equally "in the forests of the night" 

as the tiger, .and when night yields to day it is a greater day.

m the last verse the only change from the first is the addition 

of the word "dare". One is now in the presence of an awful mystery— 

the myster of the moral courage of creation; and oy using the word 

"cuuid" in ihe first stanza one is made to feel the full force of the 

word "dare" in the later sense. "Who could?" indeed, but how much more 

"Who dare?" The last verse is the now familiar "return" which finds 

Earth something new. ..hen one looks again at earth after the prophetic 

vision, he sees much left to conquer. The intellectual problem may be 

lessened, but it only throws into a stronger relief the practical one.

The whole thesis of "The Tyger" is that it is a spiritual expression of 

the Creator Himself. HLake wrote the poem soon after he- had composed the 

poem "To Mobodaddy", rejecting the God men worshipped in Churches, and
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"The Tyger" is a tremendous treatise enunciating the nature of the God 

that he felt does exist—the God that is .mighty and terrible in His 

manifestations. The "feet" are at once the feet of the creature and, 

spiritually seen, of the terrific Power they reveal.

"The Tyger" has not afforded us, as it perhaps at first set out 

to do, a universal solution of the mystery of evil. It sets forth the 

hope that the sterner and more terrible manifestations of love and genius 

in the throes of experience, are aspects of the conquering power of the 

K.vine Humanity. This poem, ELake 's greatest lyric, can be read in many 

ways: as a story of light flashing through darkness; as c. simple opposition vf 

innocence uad experience; as the paradox of creation and of Christianity; the 

antithesis of spirit and matter, love and wrath, good and evil; as the 

expression of delight and awe before the magnitude and variety of the 

creation, even as an embodiment of the proposition that all partial evil 

is universal good. All these can give pleasure, yet in Blake's context, 

it has a more particular and crucial content: The juxtaposition of lamb 

and tiger points not merely to the opposition of innocence and experience, 

but to the resolution of the paradox they present, as Mark Schorer 

indicates, the innocent impulses of the lamb have been curbed by ■rastrai 

and the lamb has turned into something else, indeed into the tiger.

But it does not end there. The Tiger, though still a tiger, has become 

very much besides, nothing less than the divine spark, the fiercely strug

gling individuality, so thickly hedged about by the dense forest of tangled 

and interwoven good and evil which ever springs around us from the soil of 

earth, and even enters into the very sinews of man's heart and hrain.

1+8.'William Blake: The Politics of Vision, p. 213.
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And yet when one asks himself, is it good to be alive and to burn with 

unquenchable desire, with love half-realized and with purpose ever im

perfectly fulfilled, the incarnate heart of Deity in ourselves responds 

with the smile of daybreak, that the spirit which discerns and divides 

and controls in labor and agony, are but glimpses of the Great Light that 

shall unite and heal in strength and tenderness and joy.

In the preceding Songs of Experience Blake has been viewed as a 

poet who translated everything into terms of humanity, and it is this 

strain of social responsibility that makes "Holy Thursday" and "The Chimney 

Sweeper" rank among his greatest utterances. In these poems one finds 

HLake concerned neither with himself nor with types, but filled with 

grief for actual faces he has seen and for cries almost within earshot 

as he writes. The "Songs of Experience" are simple in their earnest 

prophetic passion with which they beat. VZLthout "Ihe Inger's" fierce 

vindication of the power of light in darkness, the sense of oppression 

would be almost intolerable.

The "Nurse's Song" reveals Blake as having set out to show the 

purifying splendour of energy needed in a world of dark and tangled 

motives and desires. It was, perhaps, the most crucial moment in Blake's 

artistic life when he turned to "The Tyger" in an attempt to understand 

the problem of evil which is responsible for the sordid things of life 

which his other poems present.

Ihe root of Blake's greatness in the "Songs of Experience" is in 

his concern for the things about which he writes. He loved innocence 

and its loss hurt him immeasurably. His feet stride from mountain to 

mountain; and if his head was lost among the stars and clouds, it was
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only because he was a giant.

In the final analysis of HLake, he shall be viewed as a poet with 

an end in .mind. Jin end to create imaginative verse which was both 

beautiful and meaningful, an end which because he was human, was perhaps 

not iulfilled to its greatest extent. His lyrics shall be inspected 

overall for outstanding general characteristics, and HLake himself win 

be seen as a great and true master of the lyric.



CONCLUSION

I have laboured hard indeed and have 
been borne on angel's wings.

—William Blake

Imagine a fairy lake, a kind of gateway to magic caves beneath, 

the surface pitted here and there with tiny vortices unnoticed a 

thousand times, until one day a spirit leads one down, and through a 

crevice in the bottom, along a swift stream that trickled into jewelled 

caverns where the prince of fairies built his home: imagine that and 

one will then be ready to read Blake's poems. What Coleridge wrote of 

Hartly serves well for Blake: "Exquisitely wild, an utter visionary, 

like the moon among thin clouds, he .moves in a circle of his own maki ng. 

He alone is the light of his own. Of all human beings, I never saw one 

so utterly naked of self.His lyrics are the oest possible intro

duction to poetic experience, for HLake, through his own visions causes 

a sweetness of vision In the mind of the reader.

It is hoped, that in this thesis nothing of HLake's intent in his 

"Songs of Innocence" and "Songs of Experience" has been destroyed. BLake 

knew perhaps better than many a poet what dissection for meaning could 

do to beauty. I have hoped to bring a bout an emphasis oh light but always 

with equal stress on sweetness. Sweetness and light—two words so 

characteristic of the "Songs of innocence and Experience"—not a great 

deal more than this; not a great deal less, What new realms HLake entered 

in his mystical poems are as widely separated from these simple lyrics as

ho
James huneker, "Mad Naked HLake", Egoists: A jjook of Supermen 

(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1909), p. 289.
7U
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innocence is separated from experience which ELake himself called the 

"two contrary states of the human soul." Arthur C. Benson and Mark 

Shorer, whu insist in interpreting the "Songs of Innocence and Experi

ence" in terms of the complicated symbolism of the i^ystical poems, are 

correct only in uniting the contraries at the infinitesimal point where 

innocence becomes experience. Actually these critics should more 

receive our pity than bear the brunt of our indignation, for they have 

missed a delightful world of simplicity when simplicity is hard come by 

in the normal course of things as they are todya.

These same critics have repeatedly offered sources (which I have 

not bothered to mention) for Blake’s images. Images such as the lamb 

are as old as religion itself, and most of his images are so natural as 

may be acquired anywhere or may come simply from the natural bent of an 

imaginative mind. In the final estimation, exact sources could scarcely 

be stated for Blake's poetry, a combination of imagery, which was 

unorthodox to the last degree, and his ultimate sources came from his 

own observations or from the beauty of the visions in his mind.

There is a fault present in everything done by any creature less than

God, and this holds true for Blake. His rhymes are not always exact,

which would be neo-classical grounds for condemnation, and his meter is

not strictly set—which is really only indicative of unorthodox art. But

what is important is amply present—the simple fresh beauty of lyrical

quality. If Arthur Benson has overlooked it (and indeed he has) it is

no fault of Blake's. Benson writes of Blakefs poetry overall:

Blake's poetry is, from beginning to end, childish; it 
has simplicity but also the vapid deficiencies of its quality.
The meter halts and is imperfect; the rhymes are forced and 
inaccurate and often impress one with the sense that the
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exigencies of assonance are so far masters of the 
sense, that the word that ends the stanza is obviously 
not the word really wanted or intended by the author, 
but only approximately thrown out at it. ALl this is 
well illustrated by a line from the "Nurse's Song" of 
Experience wherein the word "disguise" is used where 
the sense requires some such word as disgust or 
weariness. Blake's use of single words is often so 
strained and unnatural as to rouse a suspicion that he 
really did not know the precise meaning of the word 
employed. We may cite his use of the word "chartered" 
in the first two lines of "London". Whatever the 
word "chartered" means it is obvious that Blake at
tached some importance to it; but what does it mean?
In ordinary speech the word means enjoying some 
special immunity. Is it possible that Blake confused 
it with mapped or defined. Conjecture is really idle 
in the case of a man who maintained that many of his 
poems were merely dictated to him and that he exercised 
no volition of his own with regard to the.m.-’u

Benson has failed to understand Blake from beginning to end, and the 

two words which he cites as incorrect by themselves in each poem where 

they are used, sum up the whole irony of KLake's thought as well as 

representing a root of experience. No small wonder is it that men who 

cannot see what is simple and clear for all should miss the interpreta

tion of the later poems which are truly difficult.

Further He has misunderstood Blake's claim that his poems were 

dictated to him. What Blake actually meant was that the visionary 

part of his imagination was so powerful as to cause the lyrics to arise 

in his mind almost spontaneously. That Blake was mad has already been 

disposed with, or to the still unconvinced .mind, at least written off as 

irrelevant.

To define Blake's lyrics one must find new definitions fbr poetry; 

but, these definitions, once found, will seem to point at HLake as the

£0
"William Blake", Bssgys, pp. 1 $1-15>2.
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only post in essence, the only poet who could in his own words, "enter 

into Noah's rainbow, and make a friend and companion of one of those 

images of wonder, which always entreats him to leave mortal things."

A study of this sort is perhaps easier than another in which the subject 

matter must be greatly interpreted before it can be discussed. But this 

thesis, I hope, will be worthy and acceptable because it seeks to bring 

to light beautiful lyrics which were misunderstood in Blake's own day 

and in this day considered by many as barely worthy of discussion.

.■/alter de la Mare, a lover of Blake’s early poems, wrote the

eptitaph for Vfi.lliam Blake, a poem which expressed the single "joy"

Ox Blake's innocence and the "grief" of the dawn of experience, and

reveals all of which Coleridge said of him, the "naked egoist."

I lived; I toiled—day in, day out,
Endless labor, shafts of bliss,
For three score years and ten,
And then,
I watched, with speechless joy and grief, 
k&r last and loveliest spring 
Take wing.

Think you, I grudged the travailing?—
I, who am come to this!
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